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EFFECTS OF POLISHED & UNPOLISHED FACETS
By Glenn Klein

Very unusual 
results can be 
yours if some 
facets in a 
design are to 
be polished 
and yet other 
facets in that 
same design 

are meant to be left unpolished. After 
arriving at some new designs through 
use of GemCad and experimenting, I 
have noticed that not only great depth 
can be created in a gemstone — a 3-D 
effect, but also a brilliant eye catching 
stone can be created.

Leaving facets unpolished is often 
referred to as creating frosted facets. 
Each faceter and each mineral species 
will bring about certain results. That 
is, the choice of lap to be used last for 
cutting facets will leave a finish that 
may have scratches that are not all 
that difficult to see, yet that lap may 
be perfect when used on a mineral of 
different hardness. When working with 
corundum and cubic zirconia my last 
cutting lap is a Maja 1200 grit lap. It 
leaves just the degree of smoothness/
cloudy surface that I like. But all 1200 

grit laps are not the same. Yours may 
have recently been re-charged or may 
have been worn down to where it 
leaves the degree of smoothness you 
desire for the type of faceting that I 
am encouraging. Your choice of which 
facets not to polish will determine the 
over-all finished effect. The following 
eight stones (ten pictures) are the 
results of what I have found from 
doing a little experimenting.

The gemstone I treasure most in 
this series is the one cut to the #282 
Starman design. This is a yellow 

colored eleven millimeter Cubic 
Zirconia gem that has a weight of nine 
carats. I suggest that you cut your gem 
to this size or larger because of the 
difficulty in completing the facets the 
way you want them. You will have to 

make decisions about size of facets 
and how they are proportioned in 
relation to each other. The G2 facets 
will differ in size with each stone you 
cut, so do not start by working on the 
girdle. Start with P1 and work your 
way through the sequence shown on 
the design print out. The critical part 
is where you decide to place the P2 
facets against the P1 facets. Looking 
closely at the design you will see that 
the P2 facets at the index 48 area are 
not exactly the same as those at index 
10, 29, 67, and 86. GemCad kept me 
from showing the P2 facets being to a 
sharp point at index 48, which makes 
the finished stone measure almost but 
not quite equal all of the way around. 
The faceted stone looks different 
each time because of the choices you 
make in placing the facets. This design 
has given me problems even when 
all I wanted to do was use GemCad 
to put the design on paper. I cannot 
get GemCad to precisely show what I 
want and what I did to complete the 
design, so pay attention to the notes 
and then make your decisions that 
are best for your stone. As you can 
see in the picture, this design is very 
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unusual in that it looks like the stone 
has been carved. But all of those facets 
are flat facets on the pavilion, with the 
crown being simply a window to look 
through. This one and the following 
designs are difficult to complete, so 
proceed carefully.

Next is the deep reddish/orange 
fifteen millimeter synthetic Corundum 
gem. This was cut to what I call the 
#293 Double Star design. It is a 
fourteen carat gem that features a very 
small jet black “star” in the culet. Then 
around that “star” is a much larger “star” 
that reaches up to where it appears 
about level with the girdle of the stone, 
giving an in depth 3-D effect. The use 
of polished and unpolished facets 
creates a very pretty stone which 
seems to show several layers of facets 
inside the stone. In the photograph 
showing the whole crown (#293 a) you 
can easily see a large five-pointed star. 
If you look at the center of that star 
you will see the much smaller five-
pointed star. That small star is the one 
that appears solid black when you look 
straight down from table to culet, see 
photograph (#293 b).

Now we come 
to the fourteen 
millimeter root 
beer colored 
Cubic Zirconia 
gem. This has 
been cut to the 
#294 Aurora One 

design. It is a sixteen carat beauty that 
also shows an extreme 3-D effect. It 
has a very large star that is very easy to 
see. If you turn the gem over the large 
star is also apparent from that side. 

Many colorful flashes of light come 
from the crown facets.

The canary 
yellow seventeen 
millimeter 
synthetic 
Corundum gem 
is cut to the #295 
Aurora Two 
design. It is an 
eighteen carat gem showing a very 
large six-pointed star that is as wide 
as the table of the stone. Around the 
star are reflecting mirrors. This gem is 
a very beautiful one because of the 
appearance of many reflecting mirrors 
in the background. Like the other 
Aurora design above, a choice of which 
facets to leave unpolished makes quite 
a difference.

Finally to 
conclude 
the Aurora 
Collection, here 
you see the 
#296 Aurora 
Three version of 
the design. The 
Aurora One and Aurora Two designs 
just differ in which series of facets 
were chosen to be left unpolished or 
polished. However, this third version, 
the #296 Aurora Three, has all of the 
facets polished — none have a dull 
surface. It is a sixteen millimeter fifteen 
carat synthetic Corundum beauty that 
does have a star around the culet but it 
is very difficult to see because there are 
so many flashes of light as the stone is 
moved or tilted — flashes that come 
from everywhere.

Next is the deep pinkish/red 
synthetic 
Corundum gem 
cut in the #297 
Spider Web One 
design. It is a 
sixteen millimeter 
nineteen carat 
gem which has a 

small black star around the culet with a 
larger star surrounding that small one. 
Great depth is again seen. It almost 
looks like the gem is filled with floating 
inclusions. Picture (#297a) shows the 

entire crown, 
while picture 
(#297b) is a zoom 
in to the culet of 
the gem… where 
once again there 
is a “star.”

This fourteen 
carat thirteen millimeter stone was 
cut from a piece of deep pinkish/
red synthetic 
Corundum, using 
the #298 Spider 
Web Two design. 
This design is like 
the stone directly 
above but with 
different facets 
chosen to be left unpolished. It results 
in a very definite large star showing 
across the entire table facet of the 
gem. I believe you would agree that 
this design shows the most clearly 
apparent star of all.

Last of this 
series is a sixteen 
carat fifteen 
millimeter 
gem that was 
also cut from a 
deep pinkish/

Stardust red synthetic 
Corundum piece of rough. This time 
the #299 STARDUST design was used. 
It shows a large five pointed star along 
with flashes of light from all over the 
stone. All of the above stones show 
many flashes of light when they are 
handled, but this one is remarkable 
in the showing of light flashes from 
around the girdle area. The stone 
shows these light flashes when it is 
moved or tilted from horizontal to a 
vertical position… these even show up 
if the stone is turned over and viewed 
from the pavilion side.

I believe that you will be very happy 
with the results after using your gem 
material and your faceting talent 
to complete any of these designs. 
Anyway, here’s hoping you end up 
happy. 

Aurora One

Aurora Three

Double Star - 293a

Aurora Two

Spider Web One — Photo 297a

Spider Web Two

Spider Web One — Photo 297b

293b

Owner
Highlight

Owner
Highlight

Owner
Highlight
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USFG FACETING DESIGN

PAVILION CROWN

AURORA ONE

1 31.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
2 34.68° 05-11-21-27-37-43- DO NOT POLISH

53-59-69-75-85-91
3 40.48° 96-16-32-48-64-80
4 34.90° 08-24-40-56-72-88
G1 90.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
G2 90.00° 08-24-40-56-72-88

A 36.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
B 38.00° 08-24-40-56-72-88
T   0.00° Table Keep the table large.

By Glenn Klein
Angles for R.I. = 2.160
43 + 12 girdles = 55 facets
6-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.083  T/W = 0.788
U/W = 0.682
P/W = 0.362  C/W = 0.116
Vol./W³ = 0.210

Use a lap like a 1200 that leaves a smooth but dull finish on the P2 facets.
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USFG FACETING DESIGN

PAVILION CROWN

AURORA TWO
By Glenn Klein
Angles for R.I. = 1.760
43 + 12 girdles = 55 facets
6-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.083  T/W = 0.788
U/W = 0.682
P/W = 0.488  C/W = 0.116
Vol./W³ = 0.249

1 39.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80 DO NOT POLISH
2 43.00° 05-11-21-27-37-43-

53-59-69-75-85-91
3 49.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
4 43.24° 08-24-40-56-72-88 DO NOT POLISH
G1 90.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
G2 90.00° 08-24-40-56-72-88

A 36.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
B 38.00° 08-24-40-56-72-88
T   0.00° Table Keep the table large.

Use a 1200 lap that leaves a smooth but dull finsh on P1 and P4 facets.
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USFG FACETING DESIGN

PAVILION CROWN

AURORA THREE
By Glenn Klein
Angles for R.I. = 1.760
43 + 12 girdles = 55 facets
6-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.083  T/W = 0.788
U/W = 0.682
P/W = 0.488  C/W = 0.116
Vol./W³ = 0.249

1 39.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
2 43.00° 05-11-21-27-37-43-

53-59-69-75-85-91
3 49.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
4 43.24° 08-24-40-56-72-88
G1 90.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
G2 90.00° 08-24-40-56-72-88

A 36.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80
B 38.00° 08-24-40-56-72-88
T   0.00° Table Keep the table large.

All of the facets are finish polished on this version of AURORA.
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USFG FACETING DESIGN

PAVILION CROWN

DOUBLE STAR
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By Glenn Klein 
Angles for R.I. = 1.760
69 + 14 girdles = 83 facets
5-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.048  T/W = 0.746
U/W = 0.711
P/W = 0.499  C/W = 0.122
Vol./W³ = 0.240

1 38.98° 96-19-38-58-77 Main facets are C.A.
plus 3 or 4 degrees

2 43.00° 05-14-24-33-43- DO NOT POLISH these
53-63-72-82-91 facets.

3 47.00° 05-14-24-33-43- DO NOT POLISH these
53-63-72-82-91 facets.

4 51.00° 09-10-28-29-47- These facets leave a
49-67-68-86-87 very slightly un-level

girdle.
5 50.98° 96-19-38-58-77
G1 90.00° 96-19-38-58-77
G2 90.00° 09-10-28-29-48- Use only indexes

67-68-86-87 10-29-48-67-86. 
Ignore others.

A 43.00° 96-19-38-58-77
B 43.00° 09-10-28-29-48- Use only indexes

67-68-86-87 10-29-48-67-86. 
Ignore others.

C 39.00° 96-19-38-58-77
D 39.00° 09-10-28-29-48- Use only indexes

67-68-86-87 10-29-48-67-86. 
Ignore others.

T   0.00° Table Have a large 75%
table.

On Pavilion facets P2 & P3... BE CAREFULL use a fine pre-polish lap for a cloudy 
finish at a very low RPM, or move the lap by hand.  Design shows great 3-D depth 
effect.  Gem shows a small black star in culet area and a larger polished-facet star 
surrounding that.
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Cut at 35 degrees from girdle
to table index 10-29-48-67-86.

Move the lap by hand
to cut these facets which reach
to the girdle.

USFG FACETING DESIGN

PAVILION CROWN

SPIDER WEB ONE

P2 facets are not polished.  Use a 1200 pre-polish lap for a smooth but 
cloudy finish.  On the crown corners, use just one facet girdle to the table. 
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C By Glenn Klein 
Angles for R.I. = 1.760
71 + 14 girdles = 85 facets
5-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.051  T/W = 0.633
U/W = 0.600
P/W = 0.528  C/W = 0.154
Vol./W³ = 0.259

1 39.00° 96-19-38-58-77
2 43.34° 04-15-23-34-42- DO NOT POLISH

54-62-73-81-92
3 43.34° 09-10-28-29-47-

49-67-68-86-87
4 50.51° Ignore all of the P4 facets.

Do not use.
05-14-24-33-43-
53-63-72-82-91

5 51.49° 96-19-38-58-77
G1 90.00° 96-19-38-58-77
G2 90.00° 09-10-28-29-48- Only use index 9-28-48-68-87.

67-68-86-87

A 39.92° 96-19-38-58-77
B 39.92° 09-10-28-29-47-

49-67-68-86-87
C 36.00° 96-19-38-58-77
D 36.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Ignore all of these facets.

Do not cut.49-67-68-86-87
T   0.00° Table
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USFG FACETING DESIGN

PAVILION CROWN

SPIDER WEB TWO

P1 and P3 facets are not polished.  Use a 1200 pre-polish lap for a smooth 
but cloudy finish on them.
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C By Glenn Klein
Angles for R.I. = 1.760
71 + 14 girdles = 85 facets
5-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.051  T/W = 0.633
U/W = 0.600
P/W = 0.528  C/W = 0.154
Vol./W³ = 0.259

1 39.00° 96-19-38-58-77 DO NOT POLISH these facets.

2 43.34° 04-15-23-34-42-
54-62-73-81-92

3 43.34° 09-10-28-29-47- DO NOT POLISH these facets.
49-67-68-86-87

4 50.51° 05-14-24-33-43- Ignore these facets.
53-63-72-82-91

5 51.49° 96-19-38-58-77
G1 90.00° 96-19-38-58-77
G2 90.00° 09-10-28-29-48- Cut one facet at index

10-29-48-67-87.67-68-86-87

A 39.92° 96-19-38-58-77
B 39.92° 09-10-28-29-47- Cut at 35 degrees from girdle

to table index 10-29-48-67-86.49-67-68-86-87
C 36.00° 96-19-38-58-77
D 36.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Ignore these facets.  Do not cut.

49-67-68-86-87
T   0.00° Table
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USFG FACETING DESIGN

PAVILION CROWN

STARBURST

A very bright and beautiful design.  It shows many reflections around the 
girdle area even when tilted to 90 degrees, or turned over and observed 
from the back (Pavilion) side.
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By Glenn Klein
Angles for R.I. = 1.760
71 + 15 girdles = 86 facets
5-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.045  T/W = 0.773
U/W = 0.739
P/W = 0.507  C/W = 0.123
Vol./W³ = 0.259

1 39.00° 96-19-38-58-77
2 40.10° 08-11-27-30-46-

50-66-69-85-88
3 43.34° 04-15-23-34-42-

54-62-73-81-92
4 50.51° 05-14-24-33-43- Use one facet at INDEX

10-29-48-67-86 to level girdle.53-63-72-82-91
5 51.49° 96-19-38-58-77
G1 90.00° 96-19-38-58-77
G2 90.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Use one facet at each corner

INDEX 10-29-48-67-86.49-67-68-86-87

A 55.00° 96-19-38-58-77
B 55.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Use one facet at INDEX

10-29-48-67-86.49-67-68-86-87
C 36.00° 96-19-38-58-77
D 36.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Use one facet at INDEX

10-29-48-67-86.49-67-68-86-87
T   0.00° Table
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USFG FACETING DESIGN

PAVILION CROWN

STARDUST

A very bright and beautiful design.  It shows many reflections around the 
girdle area even when tilted to 90 degrees, or turned over and observed 
from the back (Pavilion) side.
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Raytracing of design performed with
Robert Strickland’s GemRay™ for Windows™

By Glenn Klein
Angles for R.I. = 1.760
71 + 15 girdles = 86 facets
5-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.045  T/W = 0.773
U/W = 0.739
P/W = 0.507  C/W = 0.123
Vol./W³ = 0.259

1 39.00° 96-19-38-58-77
2 40.10° 08-11-27-30-46-

50-66-69-85-88
3 43.34° 04-15-23-34-42-

54-62-73-81-92
4 50.51° 05-14-24-33-43- Use one facet at INDEX

10-29-48-67-86 to level girdle.53-63-72-82-91
5 51.49° 96-19-38-58-77
G1 90.00° 96-19-38-58-77
G2 90.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Use one facet at each corner

INDEX 10-29-48-67-86.49-67-68-86-87

A 55.00° 96-19-38-58-77
B 55.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Use one facet at INDEX

10-29-48-67-86.49-67-68-86-87
C 36.00° 96-19-38-58-77
D 36.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Use one facet at INDEX

10-29-48-67-86.49-67-68-86-87
T   0.00° Table
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USFG FACETING DESIGN

PAVILION CROWN

STARMAN

TAKE CARE. Use low RPM or move lap by hand. Finish P1, P3, & P4 
facets with a smooth 1200 lap, for a cloudy surface. Some variances in 
size, proportion and angles may be necessary tor you to complete your 
stone and get it to look like the design. GemCad would not show exactly 
what I wanted. This unique design is difficult to cut, but worth it.

Raytracing of design performed with
Robert Strickland’s GemRay™ for Windows™
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91 <96><96>
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T U W
1
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6

G1 G2

4

5
6

A
B

T
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P

C By Glenn Klein
Angles shown are for Cubic Zirconia.
Angles for R.I. = 2.160
66 + 14 girdles = 80 facets
5-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.051  T/W = 0.735
U/W = 0.697
P/W = 0.392  C/W = 0.120
Vol./W³ = 0.203

1 31.00° 96-19-38-58-77 DO NOT POLISH

2 33.00° 08-11-27-30-46-
50-66-69-85-88

3 35.62° 04-15-23-34-42- DO NOT POLISH
54-62-73-81-92

4 42.50° 05-14-24-33-43- DO NOT POLISH
53-63-72-82-91

5 46.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Cut one facet at each corner,
not two. Use index 10-29-48-67-86.49-67-68-86-87

6 43.52° 96-19-38-58-77
G1 90.00° 96-19-38-58-77
G2 90.00° 09-10-28-29-48- Cut one facet at each corner,

not two. Use index 10-29-48-67-86.67-68-86-87

A 36.00° 96-19-38-58-77
B 39.00° 09-10-28-29-47- Cut one facet at each corner,

not two. Use index 10-29-48-67-86.49-67-68-86-87
T   0.00° Table Keep it large.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by L. Bruce Jones

The deadline 
for the USFG 
Single Stone 
Competition is 
less than three 
weeks away. 
That’s still time 
to cut a stone 
for submission. 
Even if you don’t 
consider yourself 

a competition cutter, having a stone 
judged will teach you a lot about your 
faceting technique and how it stacks 
up with that of others. I personally 
view it as a great and unique learning 
opportunity and I encourage you to 
give it a try.

The significant news this quarter 
is the progress we are making with 
developing a central database for 
gem cut designs. This is an ambitious 
program aimed to make the USFG 
the repository of the world’s single 
largest and most comprehensive 

gem pattern database. Once it is 
complete, members should be able 
to strategically search the database 
and download patterns on any 
contemporary mobile device, be it 
iPhone, iPad, Android, laptop, etc.

The project is being managed by Will 
Smith and supported by many in the 
industry, including Robert Strickland, 
Bob Long and others. Our hope is to 
have the initial stages up and running 
before the end of the year. I think this 
is a resource that will be of immense 
value to our members.

We are also making progress on 
developing a comprehensive new 
USFG Web site. We have two talented 
volunteers but we could use additional 
help. If you are interested, please 
e-mail me at bruce@gemscientist.com.

At this point we are producing an 
outline of the Web site’s content. 
We will continue to develop that 
at increasing levels of detail. Once 
that is complete we’ll hire a Web site 

designer to produce the site outline 
in such a way that it is easy for us to 
add content. We will be appealing to 
the membership to contribute articles, 
techniques, etc. just before the basic 
site goes live.

Another thing that I am personally 
excited about is our expansion of the 
USFG’s successful seminar presence 
in Tucson next year. Roger Dery is 
expanding the program from one day, 
to one week, and we will be offering 
some comprehensive workshops on a 
minimal fee basis.

In closing, I should very much like to 
thank those members who give their 
time to the organization to improve 
our offerings and the organization’s 
relevance to the faceting community. 
Without you, there would be no USFG.

Happy Cutting,
L. Bruce Jones 

L. Bruce Jones
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FINE GARNETS FROM EAST AFRICA
Reprinted with permission from AJS Gems’ April 2013 newsletter 

http://www.ajsgem.com/articles/april-2013-newsletter.html

East Africa, the area 
stretching from 
Ethiopia in the north 
to Mozambique and 
Madagascar in the 
south, has become 
the most exciting 
region in the world 
for colored gemstones. It started 
back in 1967 with the discovery of 
tanzanite and tsavorite garnet in the 
border region of Kenya and Tanzania. 
Since then the list of important 
gems discovered in the region has 
grown to include ruby (Madagascar, 
Tanzania and Mozambique), sapphire 
(Madagascar and Tanzania), spinel 
(Tanzania), opal (Ethiopia), zircon 
(Tanzania), tourmaline (Mozambique) 
and aquamarine (Mozambique and 
Madagascar).

Of all the East African countries, 
Tanzania has produced the greatest 
variety of high quality gems, including 
some world class material such as 
the neon spinels from Mahenge. 
This month we look at the range 
of fine garnets from Tanzania and 
neighbouring East Africa.

Tanzania and Kenya are most famous 
for the chrome green tsavorite garnet, 
which many gem dealers regard as 
the finest green gemstone in the 
world. Rivalling top emeralds for 
color, tsavorite has a higher refractive 
index, superior clarity and is always 
completely untreated. But it is very rare 
in sizes over 2 carats.

But tsavorite is not the only rare 
garnet found in East Africa. There are 
also top grade examples of rhodolite, 
malaia and color change garnets. 
Some of these garnets are unique and 
not found elsewhere in the world.

The rhodolite garnet from the Umba 
River region of Tanzania is a good 
example. Rhodolite is a mixture of 
almandite and pyrope garnets, and 
is highly regarded for its purplish-red 
color, with no trace of brown. But 
most rhodolite tends to be quite dark 

in tone. The rhodolite from the Umba 
River is so bright and vivid that it has 
been named Umbalite Garnet in the 
trade to emphasize its unique qualities.

Malaia garnet is another rare garnet 
hybrid that is found mainly in East 
Africa. A mixture of almandite, pyrope 
and spessartite, it was first discovered 
in the Umba River region of Tanzania in 
the early 1970’s. A second deposit was 
found in southern Tanzania in 1993. 
The colors range from slightly pinkish 
orange to reddish orange or yellowish 

orange, with tone 
ranging from light 
to dark. Sometimes 
sold under the name 
Imperial Garnet, it 
is sought after by 
garnet collectors for 
its rarity.

A color change garnet with a strong 
color shift has been found in Kenya 
and Madagascar. These rare stones 
display a deep green or blue green 
under natural light and red or purple 
under incandescent light. Some of 
them display a strong color change 
that rivals top grade alexandrite, at a 
fraction of the price. 

Tsavorite Garnet Umbalite Garnet Color Change Garnet Malaia Garnet

Map of East Africa

URGENTLY 
NEEDED!

Articles, diagrams, photos… 
basically anything that can be 
placed into this publication. 
Please email them to:

HOWARD R. BROMLEY, EDITOR

 hrbmd22@gmail.com 
or 

 editor@usfacetersguild.org
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Howard Bromley

EDITOR’S CORNER

NEW YEAR, NEW ME, NEW YOU?
by Howard R. Bromley, MD, MBA

As I was 
completing the 
March 2013 
USFG Newsletter, 
I remarked to my 
wife that I had 
made it to the 
end of my first 
year and was 
moving into my 
second year. She 

congratulated me on “surviving” the 
year! That got me to thinking…

The start of a new year typically 
evokes good intentions to make 
positive changes in our lives. How 
would I convert this idea to the 
Newsletter and my own faceting? The 
most common New Year resolutions 
include plans to improve our health, 
focus on relationships, and enjoy life 
more.

Success could easily be interpreted 
as any step you make toward attaining 
your goal. My faceting goal was to 
complete my USFG SSC Grand Master 
entry before the end of April. I started 
out strong in late February, but didn’t 
complete the pavilion before leaving 
for a three week military training tour 
in early March. When I returned home 
in early April, it was tough getting back 
on track. How many times have you 
started out strong but lost focus along 
the way?

Here are a few tips to help you stay 
on track and achieve success:

 – Take time to do an honest 
assessment of where you are 
and what you want to improve 
upon. Maybe you have decided 
to enter your first faceting 
competition. If you don’t make an 
honest assessment of your skills, 
your decisions may be based on 
the particular day that you had 
established your goal, and that can 
change from one moment to the 
next.

 – Plan ahead and note any obstacles 
that may stand in your way. If you 
are entering the USFG SSC for the 
first time, your packaged stone 
must be mailed by June 20. If you 
know that you want to cut at least 
one test stone before you start the 
actual stone, plan ahead and give 
yourself the time to meet both 
goals.

 – Set specific and realistic goals. 
Going for the Master level 
certification the first time that you 
enter the USFG SSC may not be 
the best choice.

 – Remember that change is a 
process that happens over time. 
You learn the basics of faceting 
first, then get educated in the finer 
aspects of polishing and meet 

points. Don’t expect change to 
occur instantly.

 – Set smaller, more attainable 
goals along the way that will 
help you reach your larger goal. 
Keep track of your progress and 
reward yourself periodically with 
incentives that are for you. If I had 
finished my stone’s pavilion prior 
to departure, I’m certain I would 
have had (at least) a beer!

 – Understand that setbacks along 
the way are normal. View them 
as opportunities to learn rather 
than failures, and adjust your 
expectations as needed.

 – Get support from those around 
you to help you stay motivated, 
especially family and friends. My 
wife is my biggest supporter – the 
more stones I cut, the better she 
feels! 

In summary, make a good, basic, 
sensible plan and try to stick to it. I 
recall an ex-girlfriend who made this 
New Years’ resolution: “I will never eat 
chocolate again!”  It lasted less than 1 
day!

Enjoy your summer, and I hope to 
see some of you at the 6th Franklin 
Faceters Frolic next month.

Happy faceting! 

John Bjork ME
Larry Boles CA
Frederic De Sousa Hong Kong
Ed Duchesne 
R . Eggert WA

Kathy Jenkins IN
Larry & Morgan Mattos CA
Keith Oliver WA
Jared Sprague NC
Jim Taylor NC

Ronald Wilkes AZ
Glenn Wood PA
Michael Woolgar South Africa

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
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2013 ANNUAL TEXAS FACETERS’ GUILD MEETING & TOPAZ DAY
March 23 & 24 in Mason, Texas

By Will Smith

All the Texas 
Faceters Guild 
members get 
together once a 
year during Topaz 
Day in Mason, 
Texas where you 
have the chance 

to search for or buy the local topaz. 
Everyone comes together on Saturday 
at Diane Eames, “Gems of the Hill 
Country” store where she offers all type 
of jewelry, most made from local topaz 
using the Lone Star Design, the State’s 
official Gem Design.

Many come to the little Texas town 
to enjoy the history, eat the BBQ 
Brisket, view the Bluebonnets and buy 
or collect the local topaz. President 
Charles (Chuck) McCoy was busy 
getting things set up for the weekend, 
while selling some of his beautiful 
topaz with different Lone Star designs.

Dealers were both inside and outside 
Diane’s store where you could buy 
wonderful rough of all type. I got this 
beautiful clean perfect green emerald 
that turned out to be Mt. Saint Helen 
glass that will cut a beautiful stone. I 
had to have some of the local topaz, 
and there were some very large pieces 
available.

Inside you 
had the chance 
to talk about 
or buy Charles 
Covill’s new 
“Barrel Cactus 
Cuts” CD. If you 

have one design you want to cut in 
a lifetime and are young, this is the 
design for you, because each has 265+ 
facets. If you’re not into cutting that 

many facets, it’s nice just talking with 
someone who thinks “Texas Big”. It is 
always nice talking with Charles and 
his daughter.

Diane was busy answering questions 
and showing off the wonderful Replica 
of Famous Diamonds, which Guild 
members have cut out of CZ, over 
many years of excellent work.

If you have interest in Famous 
Diamonds, contact TFG as they have a 
CD with more detail on those diamond 
cuts. Back in the cutting room, I found 
Ernie Hawes cutting a Long Star on a 
Facetron. It looked like he knew what 
he was doing.

Our weekend began with Bob Long 
flying into Austin from Seattle, taking 
most of the day. My flight was not very 
long from Nashville, but full of Texans. 
We had reservations at a great B&B on 
the hill overlooking the Mason Square 
and close to the Wildlife Ranch Lodge. 
After our drive to Mason and seeing all 
that was going on around the square, 
we visited with Marsh Howard and his 
son before heading to the Lodge to 
see others staying there. We got lucky 
finding some of the great faceters 
talking to Chuck. It was an opportunity 

to roast 
Chuck and 
the others 
joined in. 
He took it 
like a Man, 
but in the 
end, gave 
up and 
went to 
bed. It had 

been a long day for Bob who you can 
see him taking a nap. Robert Strickland 
was trying to stay awake, but we all 
had fun at the expense of Chuck.

The next morning was the TFG 
meeting at the Lodge where many 
had gathered for the TFG meeting 
and programs. Chuck reported that 
more than 100 had participated in 
the topaz day collection trip and the 
meeting. I did a program on “How 
to Protect Designs — Copyright or 
Patent” that included some interesting 
discussion by the members. Chuck did 
a program on “How to Turn Rocks into 
Gems”. Robert James, president of the 
International School of Gemology, was 
to give a program, but had to cancel at 
the last minute. After the programs it 
was time for the wonderful BBQ Brisket 
lunch and time to talk faceting.

It is not easy to get to Mason, Texas, 
but well worth it, enjoying the beauty 
driving into the Hill Country. Many 
great little towns are on the way. 
Even LBJ’s ranch is close by. You can 
fly into Austin or San Antonio, with a 
2 hours drive to Mason. If you want 
to have fun, spend a little money on 
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rough, talk “faceting” with some of the 
great faceting legions, and learn from 
programs on faceting, this is the event 
you should plan to attend in the future. 
Get more details or even become a 
member of TFG by going to http://
www.texasfacetorsguild.org.

I feel very special having the chance 
to run with Bob Long. You learn so 
much history about faceting and how 
it has changed over the years; how 
he and Norm Steele created all these 
wonderful tools and designs we take 
for granted today. It is important that 

we continue to support TFG, Tucson, 
Franklin Frolic, and other club events, 
where we can promote the hobby/
business of faceting. Have a great 
one and let me know when you have 
completed your first Cactus design. 

BEGINNER’S CORNER

FROSTING A RIBBON
QUESTION
Can anyone tell me which ribbon cut 
shows off the ribbon the best! I have 
cut a couple of ribbons but the ribbon 
is very hard to see and only when you 
tilt it in a certain way. Any help would 
be appreciated…

— Karl

ANSWERS
I have found that if the ribbon is on 
the pavilion a strong frost is needed 
I use a old 360. If the ribbon is on the 
crown like my ribbon #3 design you 
can use a 600. Wayne Emery uses the 
design with no pavilion or one that will 
window so the brightness doesn’t take 
away from the ribbon.

— Chuck McCoy

When we create a faceted gem, we 
take care to use certain angles and 
produce nice polishes. Why? Because 
we hope to make something that 
glitters in the light, simple as that. We 

usually don’t examine the pattern of 
the glitter closely, we just want it to 
glitter “nicely”. In fact, I’ll bet that most 
here, given pencil and paper and asked 
to draw the pattern of “glitter” created 
by the standard round brilliant cut 
could not. It’s the EFFECT we’re looking 
for, which is not to say there is no 
pattern evident.

If we wish to show a pattern or 
shape on a transparent object by 
using “frosted” surfaces, glitter is our 
enemy. The human eye sees areas of 
brightness FIRST, everything else is 
secondary, and you can’t change that. 
So, if you want to show a pattern, you’d 
better subdue the brilliance… or limit 
it to an area away from the frosting.

We do have choices. Blindly 
following what others have done does 
not lead to much learning, only to 
reproduction of someone else’s ideas. 
Of course, often, after we experiment 
with alternative ways of doing things, 
we find the original suggestion to 

be the most aesthetically satisfying, 
so we follow that in the future. But, 
sometimes, we find a way we like 
better. I’m not saying all this to tell 
you there’s a “better” way, just that 
this is “craft”, not marching in line. If 
you’re not happy with your result, try 
something else.

Try frosting the ribbon, leaving the 
surrounding area polished; then do 
the opposite. Try cutting a stone with 
the ribbon on the pavilion and use 
very low angles so the ribbon is just a 
window, passing light through while 
the surrounding area is frosted.

Try cutting a crown only, with no 
pavilion at all, and do both of the 
above. Then, you have the option of 
placing a colored backing material 
behind the piece.

Each of these methods yields a result 
that is either obvious or subtle, and 
that’s a tool as well. Happy cutting!

— Wayne Emery 

http://www.texasfacetorsguild.org
http://www.texasfacetorsguild.org
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CRITIQUE OF THE NEW 
GEMRAY SOFTWARE

By Chuck McCoy

My friend and fellow 
member of the Texas 
Factors’ Guild, Robert 
Strickland, has come 
up with a new program 
to make a faceter’s life 
easier. The new program 
is the only one available 
that will show the crown 
and pavilion at the 
same time by looking 
through the crown to 
the pavilion. I cut a fair 
amount of designs that 
have a frosted design on 
the pavilion so by being 
able to look through the 
crown to the pavilion 
I can see if the table is 
too large or too small 
for framing the frosted 
design.

The main feature of 
GemRay is to optimize 
brightness. There are 
three properties that 
make a gem interesting 
other than color 
and shape; they are 
brightness, scintillation 
and dispersion.

Brightness is the 
amount of light 
returning to the eye 
through the crown 
from the pavilion. Scintillation is light 
reflection off of the crown. Dispersion 
is the breaking up of white light into 
its various colors. In general the lower 
the crown and larger the table the 
brighter the gem, and the higher the 
crown and smaller the table the more 
dispersion.

GemRay can optimize brightness but 
will not do anything for scintillation or 
dispersion. I have found that in many 
cases when I optimize the brightness, 
GemRay reduces the height of the 
crown and increases the depth of the 
pavilion. If you aren’t a metalsmith, 

you may be like me 
and purchase standard 
settings. I purchase my 
settings from Tripps 
and have found if the 
pavilion has a depth 
greater than half the 
width of the gem I may 
have trouble setting 
it, so you may wish to 
watch out for this when 
using the optimizing 
command.

Do you want to 
optimize the brightness 
in all gem material? 
Remember there are 
three phenomena 
that we are trying to 
bring out; brightness 
is only one of them. If 
you are cutting a low 
RI material like quartz, 
topaz, tourmaline, etc. 
optimizing brightness 
will enhance the gem. 
There is one instance 
where it may not be 
what you want; I cut a lot 
of breast cancer ribbons 
with the ribbon on the 
crown in a material with 
an RI of 1.54. I don’t 
wish to increase the 
brightness to distract 

from the frosted ribbon on the crown.
What if you are cutting a dark 

red garnet? It would be better to 
concentrate on scintillation because 
there is going to be very little light 
return from the pavilion. If you are 
cutting a high RI gem like CZ, you may 
wish to increase the crown to increase 
dispersion.

In conclusion GemRay is great, but 
there are other things to consider 
other than brightness. 

Stardust

Double Star

Aurora One

JEWELED 
MASTERPIECES 
FLOAT BEFORE 

YOUR EYES
From: The Houston Museum of Natural History

www.hmns.org/index.php?option=com_
content&view=article&id=100&Itemid=103

The Lester and Sue Smith Gem Vault, 
the newest permanent exhibit hall 
at the Houston Museum of Natural 
Science, completes the story begun by 
the now world-renowned Cullen Hall 
of Gems and Minerals.

ULTIMATE COMBINATION OF 
NATURAL PERFECTION & ARTISTIC 
EXECUTION

In selecting many of the objects 
for inclusion in the Gem Vault, the 
Museum’s curators used their extensive 
connections in the mineralogical world 
to acquire mineral “cutting rough” of 
precious gemstones freshly extracted 
from mines around the world. The 
Museum could thus have these very 
best natural stones cut to its exact 
specifications into faceted gems of 
exact specifications, then crafted into 
original works under the skilled hands 
of jewelry designers, including Ernesto 
Moreira.

Made possible through the generous support of 
The Smith Foundation. 

Owner
Highlight
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BUYER BEWARE
8 Tips on Purchasing Fine Gemstones Online

By L. Allen Brown

Note: Originally published in the 
May 2013 Meet Points, Issue #101, A 
quarterly bulletin of the Vancouver 
Island Faceters’ Guild

Re-published with permission

Purchasing gemstones 
online can be more 
complicated and difficult 
than purchasing in person, 
but purchasing in person 
means visiting a retail 
store where prices may be 
much higher and selection 
limited. This online price 
advantage can have 
numerous disadvantages. 
Viewing a gemstone in 
person allows one to visually 
see the brilliance, polish, 
cutting, color, inclusions, 
and much more. Color is 
VERY important in not only 
colored gemstones, but also 
diamonds. 

Color can be affected by 
the wavelengths available 
in existing lighting. Light 
sources may make the 
same gemstone look 
entirely differently from one 
light source to another. In 
everyday life, we encounter 
various forms of light: 
fluorescent, incandescent, 
halogen, tungsten and 
many others. There are 
companies that specialize in 
just lighting. For example, the lights in 
your local meat market are specifically 
designed to show a nice red meat 
color vs. a standard light source that 
may show a more brownish color. 
Jewelry stores utilize lights that contain 
more wavelengths (full spectrum) 
that show the dispersion in diamonds; 
they may enhance diamonds, but may 
not do justice to other gemstones. 
Alexandrite is an excellent example of 
how important lighting can be, as its 
body color typically changes from a 

greenish to purplish under fluorescent 
and incandescent light, respectively.

Photos appearing online may 
not show an accurate color for a 
particular gemstone or the photo 
might have been manipulated to 
show the gemstone as one will never 
see it under any normal lighting 
conditions! One must also recognize 
that everyone’s computer monitor will 
vary in color; and colors displayed can 
be quite different from the actual color. 
I have personally observed this while 

traveling and accessing 
my website from another 
computer. I am very well 
aware of what the color of 
the gem should be and have 
been surprised and shocked 
at the color displayed in front 
of me! I had one customer/
investor who made large 
purchases annually; he 
adjusted his monitor so that 
the gemstones he received 
would match the colors on 
our website.

In this way, he was seeing 
a more accurate color online 
to what he was actually 
purchasing and therefore, 
what he would receive.

It helps to have a decently 
clear photograph of 
gemstones. Frequently one 
can easily identify issues 
between the description 
of a gemstone and the 
displayed photo. Macro 
photography may show 
inclusions if present; this 
doesn’t necessarily mean 
that one can see these 
issues with the naked eye. 
However, in some cases, 
some sellers have described 
their colored gemstones as 
having a clarity of VVS (clarity 
typically used in discussing 
Diamonds), or Flawless, and 
when one views the photo, 

one sees a gemstone that has a look 
of cracked ice, a far cry from being VVS 
or Flawless and therefore equivalent to 
being off by 4-6 clarity grades!

Points to Consider Prior to Purchase:

1. Be aware of photo manipulation. 
One can sometimes see that 
the hue of the gemstone is also 
present in the background. This 
could be sign that the photo 
was enhanced. If the color is 

If only beryl truly came in these wonderful vibrant colors!!

 On-line Photo Gemstone Actually Received

We believe that the gemstone displayed on-line is the same gemstone received. 
The photographer probably used very bright lights and modified the hue, 
saturation, contrast, brightness, etc. Unfortunately the final result is nothing like the 
original gemstone photograph which is what the person was basing their purchase 
on.
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very unusual or unheard of 
for a particular gemstone, be 
suspicious.

2. Read the descriptions of carat
weight, color, cutting, clarity and
other information carefully and
thoroughly.

3. If the price is too good to be true,
it probably is. $10,000 gemstones
cannot be purchased for $0.99.
(Plus $10 for shipping!)

4. A cert could be beneficial to
identify the gemstone, however,
do some research online to verify
that the name of the lab on the
cert is indeed legitimate. I have
seen some certs on diamonds
from a company called GIAA or
something similar. This is just

too close in name/acronym 
to GIA (Gemological Institute 
of America) a respectable lab. 
Perhaps this other lab may be 
hoping one confuses GIAA with 
GIA. (Of course, GIAA might be a 
fine lab, but most consumers feel 
comfortable with GIA certs vs. 
most other gem labs.)

5. Treatment/Enhancement
Disclosure is necessary.

6. Are you purchasing from a
website that is known to have fine
gemstones or are they lower end
gemstones? (It would be unusual
for a company selling lower end,
lower prices goods, to have an
exceptional high end item, but
then again, it is not impossible.)

7. Color is EVERYTHING. Throw in a
modifier to the main color, make it
lighter or darker, and the price per
carat can plummet.

8. I personally try not purchase
gemstones that look too dark
from a few feet away. Ideally, I
seek those gems whose color
can be seen from 10 feet or more
away. There is also nothing like a
glowing gemstone! 

Note: L. Allen Brown is a Gemologist (GIA) with 
over 30 years of experience in the industry and 
has traveled to gem producing countries seeking 
faceted gems and rough at their source. He is CEO 
of All That Glitters, a Massachusetts based business 
involved in the importing and faceting of fine 
quality colored gemstones.

GEMSTONE THEFT
from the Johannesburg Geological Museum South Africa.

The Curator has reported that 
gemstones (rough and faceted) have 
been stolen from the Treasure Room 
display case at the Museum.

THESE INCLUDE:
Rubies, Sapphires, Topaz, Aquamarine, 
and Tourmaline and Opal.

Anyone being offered these National 
Treasures are asked to contact the 
Museum or ourselves immediately!

CONTACT DETAILS:

Prof Bruce Cairncross +27 11 559 4713

Rob @ African Gems +27 76 665 1711

Should you require a detailed list of the 
Gems stolen please email us at gems@
africangems.com

URGENTLY 
NEEDED!

Articles, diagrams, photos… 
basically anything that can be 
placed into this publication. 
Please email them to:

HOWARD R. BROMLEY, EDITOR

 hrbmd22@gmail.com 
or 

 editor@usfacetersguild.org

mailto:gems%40africangems.com?subject=
mailto:gems%40africangems.com?subject=
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THE GRINDING PROCESS OF DIAMONDS
by Wayne Barnett and Duncan Miller

I read with some interest the story that 
was printed in the March issue of the 
USFG newsletter on the mechanism of 
diamond grinding by Mr. Miller. In his 
article he stated that the evidence given 
was “in defense of Attaway’s Rule”. I was 
looking forward to seeing evidence 
supporting or refuting the general theory. 
Unfortunately, in my opinion, Mr. Miller did 
not demonstrate one way or the other that 
Attaway’s Rule, as he calls it, is valid. He did 
show that diamonds did damage to the 
surface of several types of crystals and the 
type of surface damage imparted is related 
to crystal structure. This is something that 
many of us have surmised without high 
resolution SEM photographs. It is gratifying 
to have direct evidence to support what 
we have deducted is true based on our 
knowledge of crystallography. The real 
question that still remains unverified is 
how extensive is the damage below the 
surface trace of the diamond trail. The 
other question that is not answered is what 
the damage is as it relates to grit size of the 
diamonds being used. Without examining 
the material in cross-section, preferably 90 
degrees to the path of the grinding, those 
questions are still not answered.

While I am not a member of 
GemologyOnline I do not know exactly 
what the discussion contains, but from the 
brief explanation in Mr. Miller’s article the 
criticism is that the research supporting 
Attaway’s Rule was accomplished using 
glass, an amorphous material. As with 
those that hold doubts that Attaway’s Rule 
is valid, I agree that it should not be held as 
absolute for most of what we use to create 
gemstones until more definitive evidence 
is presented. The subsurface damage 
imparted to glass and other amorphous 
material we cut, such as obsidian and 
tektites, may follow Attaway’s Rule. I have 
presented this information to my faceting 
students and am including it in the book 
that I am now writing on faceting. While 
I present it as a theory to consider while 
cutting a stone I also caution that it may 
not be valid for many if not most stones 
we cut. The stress that is imparted to 
the surface of a stone during cutting is 

relieved by fracturing in some fashion. 
That fracturing along cleavage planes may 
release the stress by breaking of the surface 
material may prevent much of the stress 
from being directed into the stone.

The illustration (Figure 2) of the damage 
imparted to the surface of a synthetic 
corundum is interesting as an example of 
what sort of damage is done to a surface 
when a vertical force is applied. Typically as 
faceters we do not apply a vertical force to 

our stones; usually it is a grinding operation 
where the force is oblique. I would submit 
that the type of damage imparted from 
oblique grinding vs. vertical force to the 
surface should be quite different.

Mr. Miller states that the extent of the 
subsurface damage was not quantified; he 
surmises that the damage should be quite 
deep based on the surface damage. From 
the photographs presented it appears 
that any subsurface damage that may be 
present is masked or hidden. There did not 
appear to be any chasms appearing in the 
grinding tracks or radiating from the tracks. 
Perhaps I do not understand what to look 
for.

I believe that Mr. Miller is probably 
correct in the assumption that the 
mechanism may be different with finer 
grit diamonds. But again this may be for 
only some minerals. Many faceters have 
experienced the glazing described in his 
article. We have also continued to use finer 
diamond to go from grinding to pre-polish 
and on to polish with many gemstones 
without glazing the surface of the facets.

While there are many factors that go 
into the damage caused to the surface of 

the stones we cut, trying to extrapolate 
the damage to all materials based on the 
damage caused to one type of material, 
I believe, is faulty. Unfortunately I do not 
have a SEM available to me to look at 
examples of grinding damage. I have 
wanted to do some direct testing on 
different materials and see what the actual 
damage is using a variety of minerals, 
both natural and synthetic. Also is the 
damage the same over the spectrum 
of grit sizes used in the grinding and 
polishing processes? If someone who has 
access to an SEM would be willing to do 
this type of research or a student could 
take it up as part of a MS or PHD type of 
study the outcome would be a valuable 
asset to the gem cutting and materials 
management communities as a whole. As 
such any research into this subject should 
endeavor to create situations that would 
test like materials under various conditions 
and not attempt to extrapolate results 
from disparate materials to draw broad 
conclusions that may be faulty.

— Wayne Barnett

RESPONSE FROM DUNCAN MILLER
I agree that what remains unquantified 
is the extent of the damage below the 
surface of a diamond track in various 
different crystalline materials. Certainly, it 
would be preferable to view damage tracks 
at 90° to the surface in crystalline materials 
rather than in glass, for which this has 
been done and revealed extensive sub-
surface damage. This would necessitate 
an experimental program aimed at 
mechanically sectioning a track in such 
a way as to avoid introducing additional 
spurious cracks, or through some form of 
tomography. This is not a trivial exercise 
and was beyond the scope of my PhD 
research into rock drilling, from which the 
SEM photographs were taken. I presented 
them to show visually what a messy 
thing a coarse diamond track in various 
crystalline materials is. Crystallinity adds 
complexity to the fracture patterns, rather 
than simplifying them; in the same sense 

Figure 2: Cracks in synthetic single crystal corundum caused by a 
diamond loaded to failure. There are straight slip bands or cleavage cracks 
and circular ring cracks, which extend conically into the corundum. The 
white powder is crushed diamond.
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that sliding indenters create more complex 
fracture patterns than static ones.

What the SEM photographs show is 
that in three different crystalline materials 
the damage is on a larger scale than 
the diamond size itself and that the 
mechanism of material removal is through 
brittle fracture rather than plastic grooving. 
They also show that the fractures extend 
into the material (although we don’t know 
precisely how far). Intersecting cracks could 
not release angular particles from the 
bottom of the tracks if the cracks did not 
penetrate into the material. They also show 
that in materials with poor cleavage, like 
quartz, the fractures often are conchoidal, 
plausibly segments of overlapping 
penetrating Hertzian cone cracks like those 
formed under static indentation in brittle 
materials. These images provide qualitative 

support to Attaway’s rule of thumb. They 
show that cracking in brittle crystalline 
material under a loaded sliding indenter 
is ‘extensive’, without putting a number 
to it. Indeed, this may not demonstrate 
anything that faceters don’t know through 
experience but it attempts to go some 
little way beyond “trying to extrapolate 
the damage to all materials based on the 
damage caused to one type of material”.

The experiments proposed by Wayne 
Barnett, to characterize the nature of 
diamond grinding and polishing in a wide 
variety of gem materials, would be of 
great interest to faceters because different 
materials manifestly behave differently. 
But given that the mechanism of diamond 
polishing diamond has been studied 
intensively for decades, extending this 
research to a range of gem materials would 

be a major program. Increasingly, university 
students’ research needs to be externally 
funded, so the practical hurdle is not access 
to a scanning electron microscope but 
access to money.

Those who would like to know more 
about the difficulties of characterizing the 
nature of gemstone polishing may want 
to read Stephen Attaway’s 1999 article 
“They Mystery of Gemstone Polish Part 1”, 
available as a pdf download from http://
www.attawaygems.com/NMFG/mystery_
of_polish.pdf

Here is another reference to far more 
detailed treatment of grinding and 
polishing sapphire. The processes evidently 
are far more complicated than imagined! 
http://tinyurl.com/bnrojwf 

GEMCAD DESIGN CONTEST
By Arya Akhavan

I was on Facebook with a few other 
faceters, and we basically had the idea 
of holding a facet design competition. 
As far as any of us knew, these aren’t 
held very often, which is kind of a 
shame since there are not a lot of good 
new diagrams being written.

It seems that fewer and fewer 
people have been publishing faceting 
designs, free or not. Faceting design 
competitions seem to be going 
away as well. The Gemology Project 
seems to be an exception to the rule, 
and while newsletters and guilds 
encourage their members to write 
new designs, there doesn’t seem to be 
much encouragement of large-scale 
design development.

The availability of high-quality, freely 
available designs was one of the things 
that encouraged me, and many other 
up-and-coming faceters, to enter the 
field. I’d like to encourage more people 
to write designs, and what better way 
to do that than with a friendly faceting 
design contest? Although this facet 
design contest may have been started 
as my response to a thrown gauntlet, 
my intent is to encourage people to 
write new, creative designs. Plus, it’s 
fun, and always interesting to see how 

different people have different faceting 
design styles.

THERE ARE THREE CATEGORIES

Minimalist
Tired of designs with lots of facets, and 
looking for an easy break? Ever have 
a small piece of rough a bit on the 
dark side, that you wished you could 
brighten up? Do you cut stones in 
two hours, and complain that it wasn’t 
fast enough? Then this is the design 
contest for you! Try writing a pentagon 
with a really high light return, both 
face-up and tilt. Now do it with as few 
facets as possible, and you’re on the 
road to victory!

Ostentatious
Are you the kind of person who looks 
at a 300 carat piece of quartz and 
thinks “Could be bigger...”? Do you take 
Portuguese-style designs, and split 
all the facets just to boost the facet 
count? Ever wish you could join the 
Daredevil Faceters? Then this is the 
design contest for you! Try writing a 
trillion with a high light return, both 
face-up and tilt. Now, stick as many 
facets as you can in there, and when 

you think you can’t anymore, add 
another 50 facets. If your design can 
only be cut 30mm or larger, then 
you’re on the road to victory!

Vindictive
Do you enjoy writing designs with 
multiple meets that have 10 or more 
facets at the meet? Do you prefer to 
write and cut pears, hearts, leaves, 
and other low-symmetry designs? 
Do you hate people? Then this is the 
design contest for you! Try writing 
a low-symmetry design of any non-
polygonal, non-rectangular shape, with 
a high light return, both face-up and 
tilt. Now try making it as difficult to 
cut, and as technically demanding, as 
possible. If your design makes people 
cry just by looking at it, then you’re on 
the road to victory!

The competition does have a 
grand prize, the entrant’s choice of 
an 8” Gearloose lap, and I’m working 
on getting smaller prizes for the 
finalists as well. The rules and entry 
information located here: http://www.
gemologyonline.com/Forum/phpBB2/
viewtopic.php?f=8&t=18184 

http://www.attawaygems.com/NMFG/mystery_of_polish.pdf
http://www.attawaygems.com/NMFG/mystery_of_polish.pdf
http://www.attawaygems.com/NMFG/mystery_of_polish.pdf
http://tinyurl.com/bnrojwf
http://www.gemologyonline.com/Forum/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=18184
http://www.gemologyonline.com/Forum/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=18184
http://www.gemologyonline.com/Forum/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=18184
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HISTORY OF THE USFG 
FROM JANUARY 1, 2011 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2012

By Glenn Klein, G.G. USFG Historian

The huge yearly citywide Gem Show in 
Tucson AZ (the location of the greatest 
gem and mineral show in the world), 
was again carried out in February. As 
our President Keith Wyman stated in 
the March 2011 issue of the USFG’s 
Newsletter, “What a great week it was 
in Tucson.” Faceters braved the cold 
weather to attend (unfortunately 
under a tent roof ) the USFG’s five-day 
seminar series that was presented. 
A big thank you is due to Roger 
Dery and Peter Torraca for getting 
this started and making sure that it 
happened. Thanks are also deserved 
by Elayne Luer for providing space 
and help in putting it all together. 
The presenters…John Bailey, L. Bruce 
Jones, Steve and Nancy Attaway, and 
Stephen Kotlowski gave fine and 
interesting presentations.

Concerned about the comfort level 
for those attending this past seminar 
series over a five-day span, Jim and 
Jenny Clark requested use of the Old 
Pueblo Lapidary Club (OPLC) building, 
for next years one day of USFG 
sponsored speaker presentations (not 
five days). The OPLC facilities in Tucson 
would be ideal for our attendees. In 
April 2011 our request was granted 
by the Old Pueblo Lapidary Club 
Board. The one full day of speaker 
presentations will be held on Friday, 
February 3, 2012, the day before the 
Saturday HobNob that is held each 
year at the same location.

In July 2011 Board members were 
considering the re-work of the 
USFG website. This was to update 
and improve the site experience. 
Considered as part of the site, there 
would be a section of valuable faceter 
information that could only be 
observed by USFG members. This was 
meant to encourage more faceters to 
join the USFG as members.

The September issue of the 
Newsletter reported that there were 
forty-eight entrants this year in the 

2011 USFG Single Stone Competition 
(SSC). The judges were Jeff Ford 
(Novice), Jim Clark (Pre-master), and 
Wing Evans (Master and Grand Master). 
Jeff Ford, Jim Clark and Jenny Clark 
made this all happen. The competition 
results were as follows:

NOVICE:
1. Thomas Burns 99.7966 points

2. Christine farmer 99.1865

3. Caitlin Ninedorf 98.3730

PRE-MASTER:
1. Jim Lott 96.9518 points

2. Homer Barrs 95.6183

3. Peter Gawreluk 94.4752

MASTER:
1. David Hudson 99.0885 points

2. Greg Ninedorf 98.5416

3. Gary Braun 95.8072

GRAND MASTER:
1. James R. Clark 99.6354 points

2. Michiko Huynh 99.4531

3. Charles Lundstrom 99.4531

The USFG has lost a wonderful and 
highly respected Officer and member. 
ART KAVAN passed away on November 
26, 2011. Art contributed to the USFG 
in so many ways: as our President for 
four terms, as a teacher or advisor 
to faceters who simply wanted to 
learn how to improve their faceting 
talents, as an expert entrant to many 
faceting competitions held Nationally 
and Internationally, as a contributor 
of articles that were published in the 
USFG Newsletter, and as a true friend 
of so many of us other USFG members. 
Art fought a long battle with Cancer, 
and continued to do things for faceters 
until it was no longer possible. He will 
continue to be missed by all who knew 
him.

The USFG Profit & Loss statement 
as of November 28, 2011 included 
the following items. Total Income 
$4906.40, Total Expenses $2436.32, for 
a Net Income of $2470.08. The USFG 
spent $416.94 for Sponsored Activities 
(Symposiums).

The USFG Balance Sheet as of 
November 28, 2011 stated the 
Total Assets as $29,030.45 and a 
Total Liabilities & Equity amount of 
$29,030.45 (Net Income $2470.08).

Working since April 2011, Dennis 
Anderson Chaired the Nominating 
Committee (Jenny Clark, Jim Clark, 
Paul Newman, Lorne Grossman, and 
Jeff White) which later announced the 
official nomination for future Officers 
and Directors. Following are the results.

THE USFG OFFICERS 
FOR THE YEARS 2012 & 2013

President L. Bruce Jones
Vice President Jim Clark 
Secretary Dennis Anderson
Treasurer Jeff Ford

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Editor Howard Bromley
Board Member Jenny Clark
Board Member Paul Newman
Board Member Jeff White
Board Member Michiko Huynh
Board Member Lorne Grossman

APPOINTED STAFF:
Historian Glenn Klein
Advisor Charles Moon
Membership Jeff Ford
Webmaster Dan Linder

In February of 2012 the second year 
of USFG faceting seminars at Tucson 
was held and was a great success. 
Roger Dery arranged a day long affair 
at the Old Pueblo Lapidary Club. Lisa 
Elser, Wayne Emery, Dalan Hargrave 
and Jim Renfrew all gave fantastic 
talks on faceting relevant subjects. 
The Tucson Hob Nob was also held 
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at the Old Pueblo Lapidary Club’s 
building and was also a great success, 
worthy of the memory of Art Kavan 
who was originally responsible for its 
development and ongoing presence. 
The Hob Nob has been held for 
many years. It is always a full room of 
happy faceters exchanging ideas on 
everything pertaining to gems and 
gem cutting. The evening gathering 
always passes too fast.

The results of the 2012 International 
Faceting Challenge (IFC) were 
announced in the June 2012 USFG 
Newsletter. The CUP was won by 
the Australian team, with a score of 
1460.17 points. The Russian team took 
second with a score of 1457.93 points, 
the Rest of World team placed third 
with a score of 1455.31 points, the USA 
team placed fourth with a score of 
1454.03 points, and the Armenia team 
placed fifth with a score of 1453.83 
points.

The winning faceter with the highest 
total score from any country in the 
world was Tomohiro Karino, of the USA 
Team. This faceter placed first with 
a total score of 297.21 points for the 
three required stones. This was from a 
field of thirty faceters who had entered 
the competition.

THE 2012 UNITED STATES TEAM 
CONSISTED OF:
1. Tomohiro Karino 297.21 points

2. James Clark 297.18

3. David Hudson 293.28

4. Jack Freeman 291.64

5. Jack Gross 274.72

THERE WERE THIRTY FACETERS 
COMPETING:
U.S.A. 7
Australia 7
Armenia 7
Russia 4
U.K. 3
New Zealand 1
Swiss 1

On Friday July 27 and Saturday July 
28, 2012 the Franklin Faceters Frolic 
5.0 (FFF 5.0) was presented at Franklin, 
North Carolina in the “Fun Factory.” 
Faceters were able to buy gemstone 
rough from several dealers, there were 
several presentations made, and after 
the dealers closed on Friday evening 
the first FFF “Faceters Meet” was held at 
The Fun Factory. Dealers and attendees 
enjoyed pizza, good times and a 
chance to meet and talk with other 
faceters. Presentations were made by 
Robert Strickland (GemCad, & GemRay 
for Windows), Dr. Howard Bromley 
(Faceting for Competition), and Diane 
Eames (Selecting & Cutting Topaz).

THE RESULTS OF THE USFG’S 2012 
SINGLE STONE COMPETITION (SSC) 
ARE AS FOLLOWS:

NOVICE:
1. Michael O’Neill 99.6243 points

2. Terry Wilhelm 99.0606

3. Ed Downey 97.9334

PREMASTER:
1. David Echols 99.4373

2. Brian Beauplan 99.0620

3. Peter Gawreluk 96.9985

MASTER:
1. Roy Brain 98.3362

2. Denny Bradley 97.9664

3. Gulay Ertan 97.2269

GRANDMASTER:
1. Jim Clark 100.0000

2. Cliff Frome 99.6303

3. Charles Lundstrom 99.4454

HERE ARE THE NUMBER OF FACETERS 
WHO ENTERED THE LEVELS:

Novice 22
Premaster 14
Master 6
Grandmaster 4

THE 2012 MIDWEST FACETERS GUILD 
ANNUAL SEMINAR:

This event was held August 11 & 
12 2012 at the Tallmadge Township 
Hall, west of Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
Offered were classes in beginning 
faceting, advanced faceting, and 
beading. There were a dozen students 
who were happily trained in the 
faceting processes. A good time was 
had by all. 
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LONGIDO RUBY
by Edward R. Swoboda

Reprinted with permission from Palagems, 
www.palagems.com/swoboda_longido.htm

AS DESCRIBED BY 
EDWARD R. SWOBODA

In 1949, two English prospectors, 
residents of Kenya for many years 
and with great practical experience 
in traveling the wilder, more primitive 
sections of that country, were 
systematically examining a range of 
dry low hills that formed part of the 
planalto of the Masai tribal nation, 
bordering the giant upthrust of 
spectacular Mount Kilimanjaro.

A narrow dirt track winding through 
the hills afforded them vantage spots 
where they could drive their truck off 
the road to approach more closely, 
likely looking for formations that could 
contain the minerals or gems they 
were looking for.

By the end of their second week 
of long hikes, made daily from the 
starting point of their truck at various 
stops, and closely examining surface 
outcrops and checking for the float 
material that had eroded down-
canyon from the outcrops, they had 
not turned up anything of real value 
and their enthusiasm in this hot, dry 
work was fast diminishing.

Then late one afternoon, Tom 
Blevins, one of the two partners, made 
a remarkable discovery. While walking 
up a gentle rise and searching the 
open spaces between the clumps 
of dry grass and the thorn bushes 
for float minerals, he came upon a 
small flat sink, devoid of plants, and 
extending for several yards to the 
base of an outcrop of green stone. 
Contained within this small basin was 
what he later described as the most 
electrifying and exciting view that he 
had ever experienced in all his years 
of prospecting in Africa. Covering the 
sides and the bottom of the basin 
was a breathtaking display of flat, 
sharp-faced, hexagonal, deep red ruby 
crystals.

He was soon on his knees, picking 
up the fragments and the loose 
crystals, some of which measured up 
to two inches and weighing hundreds 
of carats each. The outcrop of green 
stone was exposed for several hundred 
feet beyond the sink and it proved 
to be the origin of the ruby crystals. 
Those rubies that had not weathered 
out completely were firmly held in the 
green zoisite matrix, as subsequent 
analysis in Nairobi determined the 
green outcrop to be.

At this particular time, with the 
excitement of picking up handfuls 
of loose ruby crystals that filled his 

canvas bag with thousands of carats of 
gleaming red gems, he remembered 
distinctly, three main thoughts that 
went through his mind. One was 
that he had made a discovery that 
would make both he and his partner 
extremely wealthy. Another was that 
he wanted to hurry back to camp to 
display with pride to his partner, the 
fabulous crystals he had loaded into 
his bag, so that they both could share 
in excited conversation the effects that 
this discovery would have on their 
futures. The third thought that kept 
revisiting him was the suspicion that 
he had finally discovered what men 
and expeditions had been searching 
for over a very long period of history, 
the famous long lost ruby mines of 
King Solomon!

Returning to camp towards the end 
of the day, Tom laid out all of the finer 
rubies in a beautiful display and then 
covered them with a tarp, to await the 
arrival of his partner. His partner arrived 
in camp soon thereafter, tired and 
discouraged, having found nothing 
again for all of his days’ efforts. At the 
proper moment, the tarp was peeled 
back, and with predictable results, the 
mood of the camp transformed into 
an excited clamor of comments and 
laughter. Early the next morning they 
were at the ruby locality to assess with 
greater care, the potential of their find.

Examining the green zoisite outcrop, 
the matrix that the ruby crystals were 
formed in, they discovered that the 

A fine Longido (Tanzania) ruby cabochon flanked by Longido ruby crystals 
in a green zoisite matrix. Photo courtesy of Edward Swoboda.

Map of Tanzania, showing the location of the Longido ruby mines. 
Illustration © R.W. Hughes

Edward Swoboda in his backyard, surrounded by large Longido ruby 
specimens. Photo courtesy of Edward Swoboda.

www.palagems.com/swoboda_longido.htm 
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deep red ruby with clear portions for 
faceting occurred only at one end of 
the outcrop, at that little sink where 
Tom Blevins had first discovered the 
ruby. Here they were all flat and many 
were remarkably well crystallized, 
resembling in form some ancient 
hexagonal coins. They rarely exceeded 
two inches in diameter by a quarter 
of an inch in thickness. Another 150 
feet along the strike of the outcrop, 
a noticeable change occurred to the 
rubies, stilt immersed in the green 
matrix. They became much larger 
but coarser in outline, changing from 
the thin, flat crystals with transparent 
areas into huge hexagonal columns 
of a lighter red opaque material. 
The most distant outcrop from the 
original discovery was approximately 
four hundred feet, at which point 
the exposed rubies were sparsely 
scattered, poorly formed and opaque, 
but extremely large.

Claim markers were laid out 
to include the total outcrop plus 
extensions along the strike in each 
direction. They also took notes on 
prominent features which, when 
sighted in by their compass, gave an 
angle of reading accurate enough 
for the registering of their claim. 
Having finished these details, they 
burdened themselves with more of 
the loose ruby, consisting mostly of 
opaque crystal sections and some 
very attractive specimens of flat, platy 
hexagonal crystals attached to small 
pieces of the green rock, and trudged 
back to camp. That evening they broke 
camp and returned to Nairobi.

Two weeks later they had returned 
to the ruby location with tools and 
provisions to begin mining. A not too 
distant village provided a convenient 
labor pool where they hired a number 
of blacks to set up a camp adjacent 
to the claim and to begin open cuts 
into the outcrop at several selected 
spots. During the next several weeks of 
mining, one or the other partner made 
frequent short drives to and from the 
local village and occasionally to Nairobi 
for supplies.

An unforeseen and very strange 
problem developed in connection 
with these driving trips and persisted 
through the several weeks during 
which they used the dirt track. 
Elephants had toppled a six-inch 
thick tree which had fallen across the 
road. They managed to detour this 
roadblock at the time and did not 
attach significance to the event. Herd 
movements, following a planned 
seasonal itinerary of forage, leave in 
its wake, torn branches, trampled 
undergrowth and fallen saplings. 
Thereafter, more trees were uprooted 
over their access road by the elephant 
herd. From then on, axes and tow 
chains were carried to keep the 
road open. It became apparent to 
the partners, having observed these 
intelligent beasts for many years, 
that the elephants were purposely 
and deliberately blocking the road to 
discourage the unwanted visitors from 
passing through.

The fragments and loose flat 
hexagonal plaques of ruby that Tom 
had first come upon in the little 
shallow basin on the on the slopes 
facing Mount Kilimanjaro, contained 
the best and only faceting material 
that he and his partner uncovered. 
The color was an exceptionally pure 
dark red, with little or no yellow or 
brown undertones. One of several 
rubies Tom had cut locally weighed 
close to a carat, a very fine deep red 
flawless stone. Having no experience in 
beneficiating raw gem materials, Tom 
unfortunately listened to someone 

with possibly less experience than 
he had. Accordingly, a major portion 
of the better faceting rough was 
subjected to a thorough roasting, 
then quenched in cold water, on the 
rationale that this shock treatment 
would separate the cutters from 
the chaff. This trial, of course, added 
immeasurably to his reserves of chaff.

He sent a selected parcel of faceting 
rough to someone in Hatton Gardens 
in London, which was never returned 
to him. Little by little, the partners’ 
dreams of riches faded away. Several 
uneventful years spent in attempting 
to market the rubies proved fruitless 
and they gradually turned their 
thoughts and energies away from the 
ruby and into the mining and carving 
of meerschaum, a deposit of which 
they had also discovered.

It was during this latter period that I 
arrived in Nairobi. Possessing no names 
nor information from this part of Africa, 
I decided to visit a local museum 
maintained by the Kenyan Bureau 
of Mines. Espying a very attractive 
specimen of ruby corundum in a 
green matrix, I inquired of the curator-
director its origin. He kindly explained 
that the specimen had been donated 
by a Mr. Blevins, a local resident, whose 
address he supplied me with.

The taxi pulled up to a two story 
building, the address given as the 
headquarters of the two mining 

A miner holding ruby in zoisite at the Longido mine. Photo courtesy of 
Edward Swoboda.

A small faceted Longido ruby, along with a large ruby crystal with 
attached green zoisite. Photo courtesy of Edward Swoboda.
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Small faceted Longido rubies, along with a large ruby crystal with 
attached green zoisite. Photo courtesy of Edward Swoboda. 

A small faceted Longido ruby, along with a large ruby crystal cluster with 
attached green zoisite. Photo courtesy of Edward Swoboda.

partners, just as some man was 
descending an outside staircase 
dressed in bush clothes. Hastily leaving 
the taxi, I hurried to intercept this man, 
asking if he knew the whereabouts of 
a Mr. Tom Blevins. He answered that 
yes he did and proffered his hand. At 
that very moment he was departing 
for a few days’ stay at the meershaum 
locality. Upon telling him of my interest 
in ruby corundum, he thereupon drove 
me directly to his home.

Arriving at his residence on the 
outskirts of Nairobi, he drove us around 
to the rear where he normally parked, 
an open area of ample shade trees, 
loose running chickens and assorted 
equipment and litter, including an old 
car with a missing wheel, supported 
by a huge chunk of bright green 
zoisite with three huge ruby crystals 
attached. I think my eyes momentarily 
left their sockets. Matrix ruby crystals 
were scattered everywhere. As I knelt 
to examine the many pieces, Tom 
said, motioning towards an isolated 
wooden framework under the trees, 
“The best are inside the garage.”

Unlocking and pushing wide the 
swinging doors to allow the light in, 
he invited me to enter. Two rows of 
rusting carbide drums met my eyes, 
each can filled to the brim with bright 
red chunks of ruby corundum. Shelves 
on the interior walls were clustered 
with dozens and dozens of plaque-like 
ruby crystals on matrix, some crystals 
up to two inches in diameter, and 
most of them attractively weathered to 
stand out from their matrices.

Two boxes of selected material 
resting on the carbide drums 
contained loose crystals and crystal 
sections weighing up to several 
thousand carats each. A huge mound 
of green zoisite boulders covered most 
of what was left of the floor space, 
each piece containing an exceptional 
attachment of ruby corundum. Just the 
cleaned, processed ruby”as I learned 
afterwards” amounted to over four and 
a half million carats.

Truly, I was overwhelmed, gazing 
speechless at this massive collection of 
material. My meager traveling budget 

gave me a feeling of hopelessness and, 
as I gradually began to reassemble my 
thinking processes, I began discrete 
inquiries with the hopes of at least 
obtaining a few of the colorful matrix 
specimens that were lying about. Tom 
explained that their disillusionment 
was so complete, they wanted to 
rid themselves of the total lot, all 
or nothing, in order to finance the 
meerschaum mining, pipe-carving, 
marketing business they were 
presently involved in.

Gathering courage, I asked Tom what 
amount he was asking for everything 
in sight, thinking and hoping that 
perhaps I could find some financial 
backing. He answered with a double 
digit number that took me some time 
to frame an appropriate inquiry to, not 
knowing whether he was thinking in 
terms of tens of thousands of dollars 
or perhaps even higher amounts. 
When he answered that the amount 
he sought was only so much, a very 
fair price and far lower than I had 
expected, I sort of went into shock. I 
delayed responding to him for several 
minutes, once again attempting to 
gather my senses, and only then 
became audible with a strange remark 
that came out as, “and what about 
the freight?” Actually, I didn’t know if it 
were possible to ship all this material 
out of the country. Tom misunderstood 
the torpor of my delayed question and 
promptly offered to pay the freight 

also, assuring me that it would be no 
problem to box it up and dispatch it 
within a few days.

Being assured that the material 
would be handled by professional 
forwarders, I then asked Tom if the 
shipment could also include two tons 
of the green zoisite. He replies, “Yes, 
no problem.” At least I expected to pay 
extra for the zoisite, but he included 
that also under the original price 
quoted. My, what a transaction!

Returning to Los Angeles, the timing 
continued to prove fortunate for me 
in the marketing of this material. The 
Kazanjian Brothers gem and jewelry 
company had recently completed 
a fabulous Lincoln head carving of 
black star sapphire and were presently 
searching the world market for some 
big chunks of ruby, appropriate 
for sculpting another bust in their 
Presidential Series of gem carvings. 
The first crystal I showed them almost 
brought tears to those experienced 
eyes. It weighed several thousand 
carats and was a very select deep 
red hexagonal prism of uniform 
consistency that must have been just 
what they were looking for.

In subsequent months, the 
Kazanjians methodically went 
about obtaining all of the large ruby 
corundum crystals I possessed, those 
over three or four thousand carats 
each, including one mammoth crystal 
that weighed in excess of 30,000 
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carats. They eventually decided to take 
the total balance of the cleaned and 
cobbed raw ruby, weighing a total of 
several million carats.

Many years later in northern 
Tanzania, I eventually visited this now 
famous locale in the company of a 
Tanzanian government official. A guard 
posted at the gateway to the property 
questioned my travel companion 
severely and at length in native dialect 
before we were allowed entry into 
the frayed mining compound. The 
surface area was scarred with rusting 
equipment and dilapidated structures, 
in the process of slowly being 
overtaken by a mantle of scrub growth. 
These surviving remnants constituted 
the leftovers from years of selective 
scrounging from the local villagers.

Touring the property on foot, one 
of the several government employees 
straggling in our rear covertly showed 
me two small pieces of zoisite, each 
with some mangled reddish corundum 

splotches attached, which I politely 
refused. The cursory examination that 
I was allowed to make during this visit 
left me with the impression that the 
surface features had been swept clean 

of anything of note. The contention 
among the personnel guarding the 
property was that the mine was soon 
to be rehabilitated to continue mining 
the small ruby rough that it formerly 
supplied in such great quantities to 
India for the faceting of melee.

By the time they had worked over 
the easily accessible surface outcrops, 
the two partners had accumulated 
in all, an amazing total of over four 
million carats of rough ruby. The 
largest crystal found was in a class 
by itself, weighing slightly more than 
30,000 carats. From the standpoint of 
sheer quantity, I think this locality is the 
largest producer of ruby ever known. 
In later years in the hands of new 
owners, shafts were driven down into 
the green zoisite and for many years 
rubies were mined, totaling hundreds 
of thousands of carats. Most of this 
production was sent to India to be cut 
into beautifully colored small faceted 
gems. 

A small faceted Longido ruby, along with a large ruby crystal cluster with 
attached green zoisite. Photo courtesy of Edward Swoboda.
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FRANKLIN FACETERS FROLIC FFF6
The Sixth Annual Faceters Frolic, FFF6, 
will be held in Franklin, NC on July 26 
and 27, 2013.

GemCad classes will be held on 
Friday, July 26. You may register 
and pay for the GemCad classes by 
contacting Tom Maxwell, tmm5111@
gmail.com

THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
IS AS FOLLOWS:

Friday July 26, 2013

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Beginner GemCad Class

Robert Strickland, who developed 
GemCad, will be offering a Beginner 
Class for those who want to learn the 
basic How-To of GemCad Software. You 
should bring your laptop with GemCad 
already loaded on it ready to go by 
9:00 AM. You can download a free trial 
of GemCad, good for 30 days, before 
the class. If you do not purchase 
GemCad before you get there, you 
may purchase GemCad during the 
Frolic from Robert. Once you learn 
how to use it, we believe you will 
realize the real value in this software 
tool for any level of faceting you do. 
www.gemcad.com

1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
Advanced GemCad Class

After lunch, Robert Strickland will 
teach a GemCad Class where you 
will learn how to use the Advanced 
power of GemCad in designing more 
complex stones. Sign-up priority will 
be given to those students who have 
experience through the Basic Class or 
through the use of GemCad at home.

10:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
Dealers Open in Banquet Room

This year the dealers will setup and be 
open for business after 10:00 AM in the 
3 Banquet Rooms used at FFF5.

6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
Faceters Meet & Best Looking 
Stone Contest

At 6 p.m., we move to the Depot Room 
for our evening social – “The Faceters 
Meet”. A pizza meal will be available 
for a nominal fee, and a “Pretty Stone” 
contest will be held. Anyone may enter 
one (1) stone (natural, synthetic, or 
simulant) into the contest. Each person 
will have 3 tickets to vote for the three 
(3) best looking stones entered.

Saturday, July 27, 2013

9:00 a.m. 
Admission & Opening Remarks

We will officially start FFF6 in the 
Dealer/Demo area of the three 
connected Banquet Rooms, when 
Dealers will be open. Demos will 
start soon afterwards.

9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Dealers & Demos Open

During the day in the Banquet Room, 
the Dealers will sell their product 
and try to answer your questions. 
Drawings for Door Prizes will be at 
9:30, 11:30, 1:30, 3:30, and the Grand 
Prize drawing at 4:30 with winning 
numbers announced and awarded 
in the Banquet Room. You have to be 
present for this drawing and match 
your ticket number to the winning 
number, so hang on to those tickets. 
The Grand Prize drawing will be at 4:30 
in the Banquet Room and if you’re not 
there, we will mail it to you, since you 
will have provided us with your name, 
address and phone number on the 
Grand Prize Drawing Ticket. FFF6 will 
end at 5:00 PM.

9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 
Program: “How to know when I’m 
done”

In the “Depot Room” — Diane Eames, 
GG from Mason Texas (home of Texas 
Topaz) will be focusing on polish, 
hence the name “How to know when 
I’m done.” The Texas Cutters Collection, 
a collection of Texas topaz cut by 
gem cutters of Texas, will be used to 
demonstrate various levels of polish. 
Attendees will learn how to correctly 
see polish, that can be so difficult to 
visualize. Bring a loupe and one of 
your gems. This will be a hands-on 
workshop.

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. 
Program: Heat Treating Gemstones

In the “Depot Room”, Lisa Elser from 
Vancouver, BC, Canada will give a 
presentation on the heat treatment 
of gemstones. “Heat treatment of 
gems dates back to ancient times, but 
there is little practical information for 
faceters on the hows and whys. This 
talk will look at the whys to give a 
high level technical understanding of 
heat treatment but also at techniques 
and processes for heating your own 
tourmaline, tanzanite, zircon and 
aquamarine.”

3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
Program: Competition Cutting

In the “Depot Room” — Dr. Howard 
Bromley from Memphis and Editor for 
the USFG Newsletter will speak to you 
about his experience competing in 
both the USFG Competition and the 
Australian Competition. You will hear 
what is required and how the stones 
are judged.

The website for the Frolic is 
http://www.franklinfacetersfrolic.com

There is also a Facebook page: 
Franklin Faceters Frolic. 

mailto:tmm5111%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:tmm5111%40gmail.com?subject=
www.gemcad.com
http://www.franklinfacetersfrolic.com
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THE IMPORTANCE OF AFRICAN COLORED GEMSTONES 
IN TODAY’S MARKET

www.palagems.com/africa_2012.php

A very interesting and beautiful slide show that’s worth the time to view all 64 slides.

www.palagems.com/africa_2012.php
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ALL ABOUT GEMSTONE CUTS AND SHAPES
By Derek Lee - Marketing Director at GemSelect 
Minor editorial revisions by Howard B. Bromley

Reprinted with permission from the March 2013 
GemSelect newsletter: http://www.gemselect.com/
help/newsletter/newsletter-mar-13.php?ns0313=44713

The difference between gemstone cuts 
and shapes is often too confusing, even 
for those involved in the industry. This is 
because the terminology used in the trade 
is frequently exchanged synonymously, 
resulting in definitions that inadvertently 
transcend one another, making two 
seemingly apparent subjects blur together 
as one. Many of our customers 
often inquire “Which is which?” 
and “What is what?” and as 
simple as it sounds, clearly 
explaining the difference can 
sometimes be a near impossible 
task.

Gemstone Shape
Shape refers to exactly that - the 
face-up outline form of any 
given gemstone. Shapes can be 
round, oval, square, marquise, 
baguette, cushion, heart and 
etc. That’s all. Simple.

You get the idea, but the 
reason that this basic concept 
is often misunderstand and confused 
with the cut of a gemstone, is because 
in many cases, terminology used to 
describe gemstones can define both 
the shape and cut of a gemstone. 
For example, many gemstones are 
described as being cushion, trilliant 
or princess cut, and since these 
cutting style terms are specific to 
certain shapes and/or proportions, it is 
acceptable to use the term to describe 
its shape as well; but this is only 
acceptable when the shape is limited 
to the cut style.

Gemstone Cut
Although the cut of a gemstone can 
often define the shape, the shape itself 
cannot define the cut. For example, 
a princess cut gemstone is defined 
and limited to the shape and cut style. 
They are nearly square in proportion 

and always faceted with a brilliant style cut, 
making them very unique.

Brilliant Cut Style
Depending on the shape, most brilliant 
cut gemstones are faceted in vertical 
direction from crown to pavilion. The main 
pavilion facets are typically cut wider at 
the culet and as they near the girdle they 
get progressively narrower. Girdle pavilion 
facets are cut to fill in the gaps between 

the main facets and the girdle, which are 
typically triangular in shape.

Brilliant style facets are typically rhombus 
or triangular shaped and arranged in 
a radial or circular pattern. The crown 
consists of one row of main facets that are 
full rhombus, while star facets and girdle 
facets fill in the gaps — these are also 
typically triangular in shape.

The brilliant cutting style is used and 
intended to maximize the brilliance or fire 
in a stone, thus its earned claim to fame 

known as the “brilliant” cut.
So, taking the aforementioned 

into account, in order for a 
square shaped gemstone to 
be categorized correctly as a 
Princess cut, it must be faceted 
in brilliant-style. This can be 
all too confusing because 
in addition to Brilliant style 
cutting, there are many other 
cuttings styles available, which 
explains why so many stones are 
described as “Square Cut” rather 
than Princess.

Most diamonds are cut using 
the brilliant cut style, which is 
why many colored gems are 

referred to as “Diamond Cut”.

Diamond Cut
Sometimes, gems may be described 
as being diamond-cut. Diamond-cut 
stones can include many different 
shapes, including round, oval 
and other popular fancy shapes. 
The description of “diamond cut” 
typically refers to a gemstone that 
was faceted with a brilliant cutting 
style that is symmetrical in regards 
to arrangement of facets and cut to 
specific proportions, dependent on 
the shape of the stone.

Very small gemstones (diamonds 
and colored stones), also referred to 
as melee stones, are often cut using 
“simplified versions” of the brilliant cut, 
usually by cutting the gem with fewer 
facets. This is because a full faceted 
version on such a small stone would 

American “Round Brilliant Cut” Diagram

“Princess Cut” Gemstone Diagram

Square Cut (Step Cut) Facet Gem

http://www.gemselect.com/help/newsletter/newsletter-mar-13.php?ns0313=44713
http://www.gemselect.com/help/newsletter/newsletter-mar-13.php?ns0313=44713
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result in a cloudy, milky or even fuzzy 
finished stone, simply because small stones 
do not have the same ability to disperse 
light as well as larger specimens.

Gemstone Description Terminology 
in General
In addition to brilliant style cuts, you 
can also find square shaped cabochons, 
step cuts or modified variations of these 
styles. The same goes for round stones, 
oval stones, baguette stones, etc. There 
are so many different shapes and so 
many different cutting styles circulating 
and evolving, that often times, there is 
more than one “correct” way to describe a 
gemstone cut or shape.

In the past, the term “Trilliant Cut” could 
only be used to describe “brilliant cut” - 
“triangular” shaped gemstones (hence the 
name “Tri-lliant”), but nowadays, the term 
can be used to describe any triangular 
gemstone including step cuts, cabochons 
and even plain cuts.

Cutting styles and shapes have evolved 
so vastly. So much so, that a single 
stone can be described as being round 
facet, round brilliant, round diamond-
cut or round cut; although some terms 
may be more descriptive than others, 
none of these are considered wrong. In 
the colored gem industry, one reason 
descriptive terms are used so loosely is 
because no official terminology has yet 

to be universally recognized for all of the 
fancy styles and modified cuts that have 
grown in popularity. So, although cutting 
modifications have evolved and more and 
more styles have become available, the 
descriptive terminology has yet to keep up 
with the evolution of colored gemstone 
cutting.

Perhaps someday, the world of colored 
gemstones cuts and shapes will become 
more “official” like the diamond industry, 
but until then, don’t be surprised to see 
varied descriptions when shopping around. 


THE MARVELS OF PINK TOURMALINE
Reprinted with permission from the March 2013 AJS Gems Newsletter, http://www.ajsgem.com/articles/march-2013-newsletter.html 

Edited by Howard Bromley

For lovers of pink gems, there 
is no gemstone variety which 
provides as many choices as 
pink tourmaline. The range 
of pink hues seems limitless; 
indeed tourmaline is truly an 
education in pink and all its 
variations.

While pink gems have been 
an important fashion trend in 
recent years, the fascination 
with pink tourmaline goes 
back to the earliest days 
of tourmaline mining in 
California. The Empress 
Dowager Tzu-hsi (1835-
1908), the last Empress of China, was 
obsessed with pink tourmaline, and 
bought virtually the entire production 
of gem quality material from the mines 
in San Diego County during the last 
years of her life. Working through 
Tiffany & Co., the Imperial Chinese 
government imported more than 120 
tons of gem quality tourmaline rough 
from California between 1902 and 
1910, mainly for carvings. When the 
empress died in 1908, she was laid to 
rest with her head resting on a carved 
pink tourmaline pillow.

When the Imperial Chinese 
government collapsed in 1912, it also 
meant the end of the tourmaline 
boom in the USA. But with the 
marketing support of Tiffany & Co. 
and their chief gemologist, George 
Frederick Kunz, tourmaline eventually 
became established as one of the 
leading semi-precious gems.

In addition to its wide range of 
hues, one of the attractions of pink 
tourmaline is that it can be found in 
large sizes. Fine quality stones over 
5 carats are common, and 10 carat 
pieces can be found. Most of the 

high quality material is eye 
clean, though the magenta-
colored rubellite tends to have 
significant inclusions. Usually 
pink tourmaline is untreated, 
but some stones may be 
heated at low temperature to 
lighten the color.

After the American 
tourmaline mines were 
mainly worked out, Brazil 
became the largest producer 
of high quality tourmaline. 
Today the focus has shifted 
to Africa, where fine pinks 
have been found in Nigeria 

in West Africa and Mozambique in 
East Africa. Chrome tourmaline in 
limited quantities has been mined in 
Tanzania while some interesting yellow 
tourmaline has been found in Zambia. 
The other tourmaline producer of 
some importance is Afghanistan, 
which is known especially for its blue 
green tourmaline. 

Rich Pink Baby Pink Orange Pink

Dusty Pink Strawberry Pink Coral Pink

Magenta Bubblegum Pink Salmon Pink

http://www.ajsgem.com/articles/march-2013-newsletter.html
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PRECIOUS AND IMPERIAL TOPAZ FROM BRAZIL
Reprinted with permission by Edward Boehm / January 25, 2013 

http://blog.nationaljeweler.com/2013/01/precious-and-imperial-topaz-from-brazil.html

Brazil produces more topaz 
than any other country 
in the world. Most of the 
production is colorless, 
which is irradiated and 
heated into various shades 
of blue. Precious and 
imperial topaz offer a rare 
and warmer alternative to 
the cool blue shades we 
are accustomed to seeing 
in jewelry stores. “Precious” 
topaz usually refers to 
yellow to orange colors 
while “imperial” topaz 
usually refers to pinkish-
orange to pink to purple 
and even red colors (see 
figs. 1 and 6). However, 
some dealers argue that 
all topaz in these warmer 
hues should be classified 
as imperial. Since the origin of the 
word topaz is most likely from the 
Sanskrit word “tapas,” meaning fire, 
this argument seems to have merit. 
Recent price increases are due to 
limited mining, renewed interest from 
designers in these warmer hues and 
strong domestic demand in Brazil.

No visit to Brazil would be complete 
without stopping by the famous gold 
mining region of Ouro Prêto, “Black 
Gold” in reference to the black rock 
in which gold was first discovered 
there during the Brazilian gold rush 
of the early 18th century. Today, 
this beautifully preserved colonial 

Portuguese city is a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site and the world’s only 
source for imperial topaz.

Ouro Prêto, while built on gold 
mining, is today more famous for 
precious and imperial topaz, which 
was also discovered here in the early 
1700s. The topaz mines are located 
just a short drive outside the city so 
it is possible to visit them in a few 
days. Getting there is easier if one flies 
through the closest major airport in 
Belo Horizonte, which is only a two- to 
three-hour drive from Ouro Prêto.

The two main large-scale mines 
of Capão and Vermelhão produce 
the majority 
of all material 
on the market 
today but there 
are also several 
small-scale mines 
operated by 
independent 
artisanal miners 
known as 
Garimpeiros. 
Vermelhão is the 
Portuguese word 

for vermilion in reference 
to the reddish-orange to 
red topaz crystals found 
there. All the mines are 
open-pit operations that 
use water to separate the 
gem crystals from the 
weathered host rock.

GEOLOGY

Topaz is an alumina-silicate 
that typically forms in 
granitic pegmatites or 
rhyolitic igneous rocks. 
Imagine a molten volcanic 
material that travels from 
the lithosphere deep 
in the earth through 
the asthenosphere 
and ultimately into the 
Earth’s crust. This molten 

material either migrates up as a 
large plutonic mass, or squeezes into 
weaker fractured areas within the 
earth’s crust creating pegmatites, or 
explodes out in the form of a volcanic 
rhyolite. Once it hits the solid crust 
or is exposed to the surface, it cools 
and crystallizes. There are two parts to 
this crystallization process. The first is 
the pegmatitic phase, which may also 
involve the mixing of the surrounding 
crust’s minerals with the molten 
intrusive pegmatite. The second is the 
hydrothermal phase, which involves 
the introduction of mineral-rich fluids 
into the pegmatite. This is a very basic 

Fig.1: Precious and imperial topaz from Ouro Prêto, Brazil (Gems from 5 carats to more than 62 carats)
Center: Classic orthorhombic crystal with prismatic termination (102g). Photo: E. Boehm, RareSource

Fig.2: Washing grate (top left) used for the initial separation of host rock 
and gem-bearing ore, which flows down the slope to the rolling jig that 
further separates the gems from the ore. Capão Imperial Topaz Mine, 
Brazil. Photo: E. Boehm, RareSource

Fig.3: Fine topaz crystals (top right) displaying the orange to sherry range of color found at the Capão mine in Ouro 
Prêto, Brazil. Photo: E. Boehm, RareSource

http://blog.nationaljeweler.com/2013/01/precious-and-imperial-topaz-from-brazil.html
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explanation of the extremely complex 
nature of how petrological forces effect 
the formation of various pegmatite 
minerals such as topaz.

GEMOLOGY

The basic chemical formula for topaz 
is Al2(SiO4)(F,OH)2. Precious and 
imperial topaz gets its colors from 
trace amounts of chromium (Cr+3). It 
has a relatively high hardness of eight 
on the Mohs scale, which is the same 
as spinel. Like diamond, it has one 
direction of perfect cleavage so care 
must be taken to avoid hard blows. Its 
relatively high refractive index (1.61-
1.63) and excellent transparency make 
topaz one of the most versatile and 
desirable gems. Like tanzanite and 
chrysoberyl, topaz is no-axial which 

means it has two 
optic axes and three optical directions 
through which light travels at different 
speeds. These three optical directions 
represent the three refraction indices 
of topaz. This also means that each 
direction has a different absorption 
producing different colors. Blending 
these colors in the faceting process is 
a true art and can produce amazingly 

varied results, particularly in precious 
and imperial topaz. Topaz typically 
contains two-phase inclusions (liquid 
and gas), three-phase inclusions 
(crystal, liquid and gas), or multi-phase 
inclusions (crystals, liquids and gas). 
These multi-phase inclusions are a 
result of the hydrothermal phase 
during which crystal growth occurs. 

Graduate Gemologist (G.G.) Edward Boehm is the 
owner of RareSource (formerly JOEB Enterprises), 
a Chattanooga, Tenn.-based gemstone supply 
and consultancy. RareSource travels to mines 
worldwide to bring customers the finest quality 
gemstones. Contact him at edward@raresource.com.

Fig.4: Topaz crystals ranging from golden yellow to vivid pink. Photo: E. Boehm, RareSource Fig.5: Topaz crystals in host rock from the Vermelhão Mine in the Saramenha district of Ouro Prêto within the state 
of Minas Gerais, Brazil. Photo: E. Boehm, RareSource

Fig.6: An extremely rare 17-carat imperial red topaz, square cushion, Ouro 
Prêto, Brazil Gem Courtesy RareSource, Photo by R. Weldon

edward@raresource.com.
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Dec 31, 12

ASSETS
Current Assets

Checking/Savings
1000 · Checking FCFCU SFX9 9,086.62
1020 · Savings FCFCU SFX0 404.34
1025 · Savings Money Fund SFX1 4,200.28
1030 · PayPal 269.65
1103 · CD-16148 FCFCU 16,677.87

Total Checking/Savings 30,638.76

Other Current Assets
1499 · Undeposited Funds 1,469.55

Total Other Current Assets 1,469.55

Total Current Assets 32,108.31

TOTAL ASSETS 32,108.31

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Equity

3000 · Equity 19,091.92
3900 · Retained Earnings 10,232.91
Net Income 2,783.48

Total Equity 32,108.31

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 32,108.31

11:19 AM United States Faceters Guild
03/26/13 Balance Sheet
Accrual Basis As of December 31, 2012

Page 1
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Jan - Dec 12

Income
4010 · Interest & Dividends 70.32
4100 · Membership Dues

4110 · USA Membership 5,040.00
4120 · Canada Membership 144.00
4100 · Membership Dues - Other 0.00

Total 4100 · Membership Dues 5,184.00

4300 · Book Shelf Income
4310 · Broadfoot-Collins 1,105.00

Total 4300 · Book Shelf Income 1,105.00

4500 · Donations 29.55

Total Income 6,388.87

Expense
4030 · Bank Wire Fees 35.00
5000 · Competition Expenses

5010 · Judging SSC 1,469.55

Total 5000 · Competition Expenses 1,469.55

6000 · Newsletter Expenses
6030 · Office Supplies Newsletter 119.99

Total 6000 · Newsletter Expenses 119.99

7000 · Operational Expenses
7030 · Postage 90.00
7140 · Treasurer 295.00
7180 · Web Expenses 180.00

Total 7000 · Operational Expenses 565.00

7200 · Corporate Expenses
7240 · Tax Prep Corp 10.00

Total 7200 · Corporate Expenses 10.00

8000 · Book Shelf Expense
8010 · Broadfoot-Collins 1,180.71

Total 8000 · Book Shelf Expense 1,180.71

9000 · Sponsered Activities
9010 · Hob Nob 136.00
9100 · Symposiums 89.14

Total 9000 · Sponsered Activities 225.14

Total Expense 3,605.39

Net Income 2,783.48

11:23 AM United States Faceters Guild
03/26/13 Profit & Loss
Accrual Basis January through December 2012

Page 1
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This article serves as 
AN INVITATION FOR INTERESTED MEMBERS OF 

THE UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD 
to enter the

2013 USFG SINGLE-STONE COMPETITION
The Single-Stone Competition program, with Novice, Pre-
Master, Master and Grand Master Classes, will be conducted 
as a typical single-stone competition in which winners of 
the classes will be recognized and presented awards.

NOVICE CLASS
To certify as a USFG Novice, an inexperienced faceter must 
achieve a score of 85% or higher on the Novice design. A 
score of 90% or higher will qualify the faceter to enter the 
Pre-Master class competition. Cutters who score 90% or 
higher & win the Novice must move up to Pre-Master Class.

PRE-MASTER CLASS
To certify as a USFG Pre-Master, the faceter must make a 
minimum score of 90% on cutting the Pre-Master design. A 
score of 93% or higher will qualify the faceter to enter the 
Masters Class competition. If the cutter scores 93% or above 
and places first they must move up to Master Class.

MASTER CLASS — MASTER DIVISION
To certify as a USFG Master the faceter must make a 
minimum score of 93%. Any faceter who has not won a 
previous Masters competition and has never competed in 
the Australian Challenge may enter the USFG Master Class 
— Master Division. Cutters who score 95% or higher & win 
in Master must move up to Grand Master Class.

MASTER CLASS — GRAND MASTER DIVISION
Any faceter who has won a previous Masters competition 
must enter in the Grand Master Division. This includes 
any faceters who have participated in the Australian 
International Faceting Challenge, by which entry — with 
no exceptions — they are automatically classified as Master 
faceters. Any cutter who has scored 95% or higher in USFG 
Masters Class may cut for the Grand Master. Any cutter who 
has scored 95% & won a USFG Masters Class must cut for 
the Grand Master. Note the Grand Master Division will cut 
the same stone as the Master Class

AWARDS
In general, awards will be given to cutters scoring 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd place in the Novice, Pre-Master, Master and 
Grand Master class. Types of awards and certificates will 
be determined and published with each competition 
announcement, with the approval of the USFG BOD. In the 

unlikelihood of exact ties and spirit of fair competition all 
scores resulting in ties will receive like awards.

ELIGIBILITY FOR AWARDS
To be considered for awards in a particular class, cutters 
must meet the following minimum criteria.

 – Novice Score 90% or higher in a USFG Novice 
competition.

 – Pre-Master Score 93% or higher in a USFG Pre-Master 
competition.

 – Master Score 95% or higher in USFG Master 
competition.

 – Grand Master Score 98% or higher in USFG Grand 
Master competition.

ELIGIBILITY FOR CERTIFICATION
To be considered for certification in a particular class, cutters 
must meet the following minimum criteria.

 – Novice Score 85% or higher in USFG Novice 
competition. 

 – Pre-Master Score 90% or higher in USFG Pre-Master 
competition. 

 – Master Score 93% or higher in USFG Master 
competition. 

CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION

All cutters not eligible for awards or certification will receive 
certificates of participation.

ADDITIONAL COMPETITION NOTES
1. All competitors will receive a certificate (suitable for 

framing) of achievement from the USFG Competition 
committee. The wording on each certificate will reflect 
the competitor’s accomplishment.

2. Once a Cutter has been certified in any USFG 
competition, that certification will remain permanent, 
even if the faceter, when re-cutting in his or her 
certified class/division, scores below the minimum 
certification score.

3. This competition is ONLY open to members of the 
United States Faceters Guild.

4. Anonymous Entry — If a cutter enters a single stone 
competition, under the ‘Anonymous Entry’ provision, 

2013 USFG SINGLE STONE COMPETITION
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the fee shall be the same as a normal entry. The cutter 
will be treated as any other entrant and only the score 
shall be considered for publication. The only person 
that will be held in confidence will be the one stone 
handler assigned by the competition committee 
that disperses the stones to the judges. This is a 
controversial concept as some competitions are held 
anonymous with only the winner published and some 
demand all entrants be published; at another time this 
rule could change, but for now it will be open to either 
entrant. To enter as “Anonymous” cutters shall submit 
a written request (or signed entry form indicating this 
desire) accompanied with the stone and full Single 
Stone Competition fees. All other conditions for entry 
shall apply, i.e., return postage, entry deadlines, etc

5. Publication of scores — At the discretion of the 
competition committee scores may be published in the 
USFG newsletter, USFG web site, and/or public venues 
supported/sponsored by the USFG; including reciprocal 
agreements with other guilds.

6. For reasons of sensitivity the competition committee 
may choose to exclude the publication of low scores 
from publication.

7. Anyone who wished to remain anonymous shall 
remain so. However the competition committee 
may report the anonymous cutters score only as 
“Anonymous Entry”. 

8. Privacy — The USFG will only publish data pertaining 
to a cutter’s; name, score, city, and/or state (or country). 
No other data including mailing addresses, telephone 
numbers, or e-mail addresses shall be made to the 
general USFG membership or greater public.

9. The names of cutters (and scores of stones) that are 
disqualified or determined to be ineligible, for whatever 
reason, will be reported to the USFG-BOD, but not to 
the general USFG membership or public.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Place the stone in a 1-1/8" diameter round plastic 

gemstone display cup with the foam insert and cap. 
Please do not mark or identify the gem or container 
in any way. If gem containers are marked or identified 
the competition coordinator may choose to repackage 
the stone in a generic container.

2. Place the following in a bubble protected envelope:

a. The display cup containing the stone.

b. An additional bubble protected self addressed 
and stamped envelope for return. The use of a 6” 
x 9” bubble envelope (or larger envelope/box) is 
suggested to help accommodate the return of 
scoring materials.

c. Entry Fee: All classes — ENTRY IS FREE!!

d. Completed and signed entry form. Feel free to 
photo copy forms as needed.

3. Mail the package to:

Mr. Jeff Ford 
2410 North 2nd Street 
Kalamazoo, MI 49009

4. At the participant’s discretion, packages may be sent by 
certified mail and/or insured. It is suggested that non-
US entries use insured mail if possible. 

5. Stones will be returned to the cutter in the manner 
of the return postage. If no specific instructions or if 
required postage is not received with the entry, USPS 
first class mail will be used for returning cutters stones 
and judging materials.

6. THE POSTMARK DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING THE 
STONES IS ** JUNE 20, 2013** Stones received with 
later post marks may be subject to exclusion from 
the competition.

7. The stone handler will code the stone(s) for anonymity, 
repack, and send the stone to a selected judge. The 
judged stone and comprehensive “mark-up-sheet” will 
be returned to stone handler who will decode and 
repackage the stone with the score sheet and return to 
the individual contestant. The expected date of return 
is generally late July.

8. Note: The United States Faceters Guild or stone 
handler shall not be held liable for stones lost or 
damaged in the course of shipment. In general the 
stone handler and judges will use USPS Priority 
Post with nominal insurance for the shipment of 
stones between the stone handler and judges. 

GENERAL JUDGING RULES
Categories are the same numerical order as score sheet:

1. Scratches Each facet shall be absent of scratches 
including the finest of cat hairs. Inclusions or fractures 
that surface and look like scratches will be judged 
under this feature.

2. Pitting Each facet shall be absent of pits including the 
tiniest inclusions and fractures that surface and look like 
pits will be judged under this feature. Foreign matter 
on the surface that will not wipe off will be judged 
as an error. Flaws, fractures, cleavages, partings, and 
inclusions will be judged under category 1 or 2 on the 
score sheet if they surface.

3. Grooved Facets Facets that show grooving in the polish 
when held just between shadow and shine. Herringbone 
effect in Quartz can sometimes show up in the polish in the 
same manner. Both features will be judged in this category.

4. Flat Facet and Sharp Edges Facet surface true — this refers 
to the flatness of facets or unevenness of curved facets. 
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Unintentional facets and ghost facets will be penalized 
under this feature. Facet edges sharp — The junction 
between facets should be knife-edge. Both of these 
features will be judged under category 4 on the score 
sheet. Chipped edges will be judged under the category for 
chips, not under this feature.

5. Facet Uniform Refers to consistency in shape and size of 
facets in the same series. Facets must also have consistency 
with the pattern & plan views. 

6. Meet Points A point where 4 or more facets culminate in a 
perfect point with no facet over cut and/or no facet under 
cut. Note every meet, regardless on the number of facets 
carries the same scoring weight.

7. Chips Areas where pieces of material have been chipped 
off unintentionally. They usually occur along facet edges, at 
corners, and/or culets.

8. Girdle Uniform Facets in the same series around a faceted 
girdle shall be the same shape and dimensions. Girdle 
facets shall be an exact replica of the girdle on the pattern. 
Cutters may lose points if the overall girdle is uneven, tilted, 
or skewed, but within the stated tolerances of the girdle 
thickness.

9. L/W Ratio The length to width ratio will be on the design 
and score sheets — variance of 0.1 mm +/- will be allowed 
without deduction. If out, a 3 point 100% error will result. 
The actual Length dimension used for calculation will be 
based upon the cut Width of the stone.

10. Stone Width The competition committee will set the stone 
width. Without question this will be clearly indicated on the 
pattern used for competition. Unless noted, there will be 
an allowable margin of 0.1 mm more or less than the stone 
width set by the committee. The Competition Committee 
will designate stone widths between 6 mm and 15 mm. If 
out, a 3 point 100% error will result.

11. Girdle Thickness Girdle thickness shall be 0.3 mm +/- 0.1 
mm. If the pattern has a scalloped girdle, the thin part of 
the scallop should not be less than 0.2 mm or greater than 
0.4 mm. If out, a 3 point 100% error will result.

ADDITIONAL JUDGING NOTES:
1. Categories 1,2,3,4, and 7 represent polish.

2. The girdle shall be polished and judged under the same 
categories on the score sheet, “1 through 7” as with all other 
facets. Two other categories are specifically designated for 
the girdle alone. They are 8 - “Girdle Uniform” and 11 - “Girdle 
Thickness”.

3. Scoring in Categories 1 through 8 Errors will be assigned 
a weighted value of 25%, 50%, or 100% point deduction 
depending upon the magnitude of the error. A general 
definition of the weighted value scoring is as follows: 25% 
off if the error is barely visible with a 10X loupe, 50% off if the 
error is easily seen with a 10X loupe, or 100% when a most 
serious error is seen with the 10X loupe and/or if the error can 
be seen with the naked eye.

4. Scoring in Categories 9 through 11 Errors will be 
automatically assigned a 3 point 100% deduction.

5. The Plan View It is an important serious parameter of 
evaluation in a faceting competition. The definition: “A plan 
view is that arrangement of meets and lines one sees when 
looking directly down or up the vertical axis portrayed on a 
cutting pattern/diagram.” The following are examples of how 
a cutter may create a change in “plan view” when cutting a 
competition stone: The most frequent is, deliberately creating 
a change in the “plan view” when cutting a competition 
stone — in jeopardy by employing a severe change of angle 
or angles that will create a non-design facet(s) — this comes 
under the judges prerogative for making the decision, and/or 
without question, a mishap of inadvertently leaving out a tier 
of facets. Both crown and pavilion are subject to penalty if the 
plan view of either one is in error. If the plan view as defined 
is not followed in the opinion of the judge, then in all cases 
the stone will be ineligible and the judge will give written 
reasons on the judging sheet.

6. Angles are not normally judged in USFG competition; cutters 
should feel free to Tangent-Ratio angles (within reason) as 
needed or desired. This may be done for personal preferences 
relating to optical performance, adjustments needed for the 
conservation of material, etc.

7. Pre-judging of stones is strictly forbidden. Any indication 
of pre-judging will automatically — without exception — 
disqualify the participant from the competition. Pre-judging 
is loosely defined as having a stone evaluated for errors (by 
another cutter/mentor) in a manner that allows the cutter to 
go back and make corrections.

8. The minimum final score a judge will award is 50 out of 100 
possible points.

Any questions about the competition should be directed to:

Mr. Jeff Ford, 2410 North 2nd Street 
Kalamazoo, MI 49009 •  jeffinkzoo@sbcglobal.net

mailto:jeffinkzoo%40sbcglobal.net?subject=
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2013 USFG SINGLESTONE COMPETITION  NOVICE
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Material - Cutters Choice - any color
Width - 12mm +/- 0.5mm 
Girdle - 0.3mm +/- 0.1mm

COS
Raytracing of design performed with

Robert Strickland’s GemRay™ for Windows™

PAVILION CROWN

2013 USFG SSC

Angles for R.I. = 1.540

41 + 8 girdles = 49 facets

8-fold, mirror-image symmetry

96 index

L/W = 1.000  T/W = 0.503  U/W = 0.503

P/W = 0.503  C/W = 0.130

Vol./W³ = 0.245

NOVICE ASHER

P1 50.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

P2 46.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

P3 42.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

C1 30.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

C2 25.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

T   0.00° Table

G 90.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84
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2013 USFG SINGLESTONE COMPETITION  PREMASTER
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C1 40.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

C2 35.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

C3 30.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

T   0.00° Table

G 90.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

P1 55.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

P2 50.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

P3 45.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

P4 42.00° 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84

Material - CZ - any color
Width - 12mm +/- 0.1mm
Girdle - 0.3mm +/- 0.1mm

COS
Raytracing of design performed with

Robert Strickland’s GemRay™ for Windows™

PAVILION CROWN

2013 USFG SSC

Angles for R.I. = 2.160

57 + 8 girdles = 65 facets

8-fold, mirror-image symmetry

96 index

L/W = 1.000  T/W = 0.558  U/W = 0.558

P/W = 0.542  C/W = 0.156

Vol./W³ = 0.285

PREMASTER ASHER
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2013 USFG SINGLESTONE COMPETITION  MASTER
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C1 40.00° 12-36-60-84

C2 35.00° 96-24-48-72

C3 25.00° 96-24-48-72

C4 25.00° 12-36-60-84

C5 20.00° 96-24-48-72

C6 20.00° 12-36-60-84

T   0.00° Table

G1 90.00° 96-24-48-72

G2 90.00° 12-36-60-84

P1 70.00° 96-24-48-72

P2 53.74° 12-36-60-84

P3 50.00° 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84

P4 47.00° 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84

P5 44.00° 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84

P6 41.00° 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84

Material - CZ - any color
Width - 12mm +/- 0.1mm
Girdle - 0.3mm +/- 0.1mm

COS
Raytracing of design performed with

Robert Strickland’s GemRay™ for Windows™

PAVILION CROWN

2013 USFG SSC
Design by Dale P Carriere and Jeff Ford
Angles for R.I. = 2.160
65 + 8 girdles = 73 facets
4-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.000  T/W = 0.503  U/W = 0.503
P/W = 0.606  C/W = 0.127
Vol./W³ = 0.329

DPC ASHER
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2013 CUTTING REVIEW
By Jeff Ford

Here is the edge data from the model 
relating to W based on a 12mm stone.

P1 = 0.200W = 2.40mm
P2 = 0.189W = 2.28mm
P3 = 0.352W = 4.22mm

—
C1 = 0.153W = 1.84mm
C2 = 0.146W = 1.75mm

Time to get real; cutting to .01mm is 
overkill for this pattern. My suggestion is 
to get a plastic gauge (like a potted plant 
stake). With scissors cut it into a long thin 
taper then trim the end to the width you 
need for the gauge. Hold the gauge up to 

the tiers and prepolish to the size you need.
With the exception of the P3 tier this pattern is a little 

tougher to make/cheat the meets, e.g., the facets are four 
sided vs three. Just take your time and it should work out.

For the 2013 USFG Single Stone 
Competition patterns were inspired by 
Dale P. Carriere’s “Lady in Pink” featured 
at http://www.oneworldgemstone.com/
asscher-edition/

I had the pleasure of looking at the 
Lady in Pink stone first hand. Although 
Dale does not consider himself a 
technical competitor, I was very 
impressed with both the cutting and 
polish of this stone. No set pattern was 
used to cut the Lady in Pink but Dale did 
share his methodology in approaching 
the pattern. Together we came up with 
a Master pattern for this year’s competition. From there the 
competition committee decided to follow a ‘Ash-er” theme 
for the 2013 competition.

NOVICE ASH-ER
For the novice material it is cutters choice; my suggestion 
will always be if given a choice choose what you can polish 
the best!

One approach for this stone is seeing it as a basic 
octagon. Go ahead and preform one using P1 angles is fine. 
Honestly spend some time here — the better you get the 
octagon the better things will come together later with 
respect to the transfer and cheating in any meets. If you are 
so bold and you have plenty of material it is possible to cut 
this pattern crown first, using C1 for the preform.

From there the puzzle becomes what to do about the 
floating facets?

With trying to cut to a diagram the goal is to make it 
end up looking look like the printed pattern, i.e., maintain 
the ‘plan view’. Also keep the table and tiers to the proper 
proportions like the picture. The next hint is to start thinking 
about ratios of the Width. From the pattern we are told the 
table width needs to be .503 W, so the table should be 6mm 
for a 12mm stone.

In a pinch you can scale the GemCad plan view. Personally 
I prefer to get a little more exact and use the lengths of the 
facet edges defined by GemCad. For the curious you do 
that by opening the pattern in GemCad then selection two 
points for cutting, e.g., meets. Next click on the Between 
1, 2 button and all sorts of info will pop-up and about the 
selections, including the path between the points, i.e., 
length of the facet edge.
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2013 USFG Single Stone Competition — Novice: Four View

Dale P. Carriere’s “Lady in Pink”

2013 USFG SINGLE STONE COMPETITION

http://www.oneworldgemstone.com/asscher-edition/
http://www.oneworldgemstone.com/asscher-edition/
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PRE-MASTER ASH-ER

It is really just the Novice patter amplified, i.e., more tiers 
and meets. The requirement for CZ will present more of a 
challenge to get the perfect polish. In general Ash-er style 
patterns preform very well with higher RI materials.

Here are the edges to W ratios, but feel free to check my 
figures!

P1 = 0.181W
P2 = 0.159W
P3 = 0.148W
P4 = 0.281W

—
C1 = 0.102W
C2 = 0.096W
C3 = 0.088W

—
T = 0.558W

MASTER STONE: DPC ASH-ER

At the Masters Level cutters are really expected to start 
thinking on their feet. To help fill in the blanks here is how 
the stone was designed. Dale started with a basic octagon, 
for the W & L dimensions four sides of the stone were then 
cut down to 90% of the octagon. The logic being this 
presented an Ash-er outline with a full brilliant pavilion for 
increased performance over a standard Asscher design. 
The Asscher was designed for diamond. The DPC Ash-er 
was designed to increase performance for lower RI colored 
stones. Sizing for competition one might consider cutting a 
nearly perfect square then cutting the four sides down. The 
math is 1.0/0.9 = 1.11W

The tiers were aesthetically placed along the X & Y axis. 
The corner P2 facets are transitional to the P3 bringing the 
pavilion back to an octagon pattern. On the crown the 
corner facets transition the pattern to keep the table the 
same shape as the girdle. Dale and I did toss around the 
angles and settled on the final pattern. GemRay was run 
on the pattern and WOW, then again it is really hard to cut 
a dull stone with CZ. Note there is no problem TR’ing the 
stone as you wish… just maintain that Plan View! 
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2013 USFG Single Stone Competition — Pre-Master: Four View
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Rob Kulakofsky: Color Wright
Faceting accessories at discount prices and 
select faceting rough. Also slabs, cabbing 
and carving rough, cabochons, beads and 
more! Visit our warehouse at the Tucson 
Show.

 http://www.color-wright.com 
 rk2@color-wright.com 

 877-548-1439 (toll-free)

Marsh Howard: The “LL” Lightning Lap™ 
Lapidary solutions for the 21st Century 

 http://www.Lightninglap.com 
http://www.MagDop.com 
 facetor98@yahoo.com 

 423-396-9793

John Franke: Facet Shoppe
Since 1990, we have promoted the art of 
gem cutting by offering information, rough 
& cut gemstones, lapidary equipment & 
supplies for faceters of all skill levels. Write 
or call for free price list.

 http://www.gemcutter.com 
 facet@gemcutter.com 

 360-443-6313

Jerry Newman: Gemart Services
Custom gemstone faceting and lapidary 
service including repair/recutting of 
damaged stones. Exclusive dealer for the 
Vargas Pol-A-Gem laps for superior scratch-
free gemstone polishing. 

 http://www.gemartservices.com 
 info@gemartservices.com 

 760-770-6599

John Kilian: The Kilian Collection 
Faceted gemstones, gem rough and 
crystalized mineral specimens. The 
web site is being revised and currently 
unavailable.

 Modification in process 
 john331@comcast.net 

 206-963-9065 • 520-229-3209

CJP Gems 
Natural and synthetic faceting and cabbing 
rough and lapidary equipment. 

 http://www.cjpgems.com 
 cjprice5052@yahoo.com 

 330-878-7295

Glenn Klein, G.G. Author, Historian, 
Competition Faceter
To learn the history of Faceting, and what 
equipment and methods were used 
through the centuries check my website, 
“Faceting History: Cutting Diamonds & 
Colored Stones,” and my brand new book, 
“Evolution of Faceting Machines,” which 
has information and lots of pictures of 
various faceting machines that have come 
about, especially in the past 75 years.

“EVOLUTION OF FACETING MACHINES” 
(Centuries ago to present day) 

“FACETING HISTORY” 
(Cutting & polishing gemstones)

“LUCK & TIMING” 
(Risky flying experiences)

 http://www.glennklein.com 
 glennklein@yahoo.com

Devon McRorie: Rock Peddler
Visit Prettyrock.com for faceting rough, 
Gemological identification tools, & 
Tutorials, Ultra-tec Faceting Machine, and 
Lapidary Supplies. Get listed in our free 
Faceters Gallery!

 http://www.prettyrock.com 
 service@prettyrock.com 

 704-641-9107

Jonathan L. Rolfe: Gearloose 
Online articles illustrate how to build your 
own laps, faceting machines, digital angle 
readouts for existing production machines. 
Some examples of Jon’s gem cutting 
appear as well as information about his 
BATT Lap. There are links to other gem 
cutting sites and organizations. 

 http://www.gearloose.com 
 battpage@battlap.com

L. Bruce Jones, G.G., F.G.A., D.Gem.G: 
Gemscientist
Gem research work and electron 
microprobe quantitative chemical 
analysis and inclusion identification. 
Raman confocal microscopy and x-ray 
diffractometry studies. Free gem IDs 
on colored stones for USFG Members. 
Currently authoring book on gem 
instruments.

 http://ww.gemscientist.com 
 bruce@gemscientist.com 

 +1 208-712-0172

Jean Marr: MystiCrystals
Gifts from the Heart of the Earth. Our 
searchable website features information 
about our show schedule, gemstone 
jewelry, faceted gemstones, custom 
faceting, gem trees, gem tree supplies, 
facet rough, and contains articles by Jean 
on gemology and faceting.

 http://www.mysticrystals.com 
 sales@mysticrystals.com 

 336-595-3870

John Wright: Gems by John
Step by step faceting photos & 
instructions, faceting rough, faceted 
gemstones, custom & handmade jewelry 
with colored stones.

 http://www.gemsbyjohn.com 
 JohnWright@gemsbyjohn.com 

 859-539-2407

Paul Head: GemCadWin Tutorial 
The file is in PDF format, consisting of 116 
pages and 240 figures. If sent as an email 
attachment the price is $50. If sent as a 
CD by surface mail the price is $55. Pay by 
check, cash, or money order. Free on line 
assistance will be available for registered 
buyers.

 dmhpah@cox.net

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please note that advertisements 
throughout the issue are provided 
for your information only, and do 
not represent an endorsement by 
the USFG.

Any USFG member with a faceting 
related business may have their 
site listed for free. Please send your 
information to:

Charlie Moon 
 cmoon822@gmail.com

Include:  Name of business, web 
address, email address, telephone 
number and a brief  (25 words or less) 
description of your business. You may 
also include a logo or design.

ADVERTISERS
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DUES AND NEWSLETTER POLICY

Membership cards are no longer being issued. Need to know when your 
membership expires? Your membership expiration date will be within the 
email containing your newsletter notification. 

All members receiving a DUES DUE issue will receive one more 
complimentary issue bearing a FINAL REMINDER notation. 

For ALL members who elect not to renew their membership (and death is 
really the only acceptable excuse), the FINAL REMINDER will be your final issue. 

The USFG Newsletter is a quarterly publication of the United States Faceters 
Guild, published in March, June, September and December. It is delivered 
by email only, to all paid members of the Guild. Membership dues are an 
incredibly reasonable $18 per year (USD) and are payable to the USFG 
Treasurer. 

Please help us grow the organization by recommending membership in the 
USFG to fellow faceters. 

Opinions expressed are those of the editor, contributing members, or quoted 
authors, and do not necessarily represent the United States Faceters Guild or its 
membership. 

The newsletter is for the express purpose of sharing information with the 
members and other faceting guilds, and has no intent to show preference to, 
or cause damage to, any person, group, product, manufacturer or commercial 
company. 

NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS
Correspondence concerning the content of the newsletter, exchange bulletins 
and newsletters should be sent to the editor. Items submitted for publication 
in the newsletter should be sent to the editor as well. The e-mail address for 
the new editor is: editor@usfacetersguild.org.

We’re always looking for new ideas and contributions to the content of the 
newsletter, so if you would like to make a suggestion or a submission, please 
e-mail the editor.

Please try to submit newsletter items no later than the 20th of the month 
preceding the publication date.

USFG WEBSITE
http://www.usfacetersguild.org/

USFG

UNITED STATES

FACETERS GUILD

USFG INFORMATION

Alexander Wolkonsky
Billy Stringfellow

Brain Maxwell
Charles Moon

Don Dunn
Dr Vincent Bishop

Glenn Klein
Jack Gross

James Clarke
Jean Marr

John Bayer
John Cassity

Ralph Mathewson
Richard Golden

Robert Long
Sylvia Czayo

William Wilkie

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR USFG LIFE MEMBERS!

Only two qualifications to become a life member — be a member in good 
standing for 5 years & be 80 years of age or paid up thru that date. If you 
believe you might qualify, please contact Jeff Ford.

OFFICERS 2012 
L. Bruce Jones, Rathdrum, ID President 
 bruce@gemscientist.com 

Jim Clark, Mesa, AZ Vice President 
 tom21r@cox.net 

Dennis Anderson, Banning , CA Secretary 
 andersondja@yahoo.com 

Jeff Ford, Kalamazoo, MI Treasurer 
 jeffinkzoo@sbcglobal.net

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Howard Bromley, Germantown, TN 
2012–2013 Editor 
 hrbmd22@gmail.com 

Jenny Clark, Mesa, AZ • 2007–2013 
 byjimenny@cox.net 

Paul Newman, Franklin, TN • 2008–2013 
 traderpaul@verizon.net

Jeff White, Kingsport, TN • 2011–2013 
 jeffwhite@whitesgems.com

Michiko Huynh, Granite Bay, CA • 2012–2013 
 michikoshuynh@msn.com 

Lorne Grossman, Toronto, ONT • 2011–2013 
 lorne144man@yahoo.ca 

APPOINTED STAFF 
Glenn Klein, Lake Forest, CA Historian 
 glennklein@yahoo.com 

Charles L. Moon, Arcata, CA Advisor 
 cmoon822@gmail.com

Jeff Ford, Kalamazoo, MI Membership 
 jeffinkzoo@sbcglobal.net 

Dan Linder, Concord, CA Webmaster 
 dan@madfrog.net 

Derik A. Johnson, Las Vegas, NV Assistant Editor 
 derikjohnson@earthlink.net

MEMBERSHIP/TREASURER 
Jeff Ford 
2410 N. 2nd St., Kalamazoo, MI 49009 USA 
 jeffinkzoo@sbcglobal.net

mailto:editor%40usfacetersguild.org?subject=Information%20concerning%20the%20USFG%20Newsletter%E2%80%A6
http://www.usfacetersguild.org/
mailto:bruce%40gemscientist.com?subject=
mailto:tom21r%40cox.net?subject=
mailto:andersondja%40yahoo.com?subject=
mailto:jeffinkzoo%40sbcglobal.net?subject=
mailto:hrbmd22%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:byjimenny%40cox.net?subject=
mailto:traderpaul%40verizon.net?subject=
mailto:jeffwhite%40whitesgems.com?subject=
mailto:michikoshuynh%40msn.com?subject=
mailto:lorne144man%40yahoo.ca?subject=
mailto:glennklein%40yahoo.com?subject=
mailto:cmoon822%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:jef%EF%AC%81nkzoo%40sbcglobal.net?subject=
mailto:dan%40madfrog.net?subject=
mailto:derikjohnson%40earthlink.net?subject=
mailto:jef%EF%AC%81nkzoo%40sbcglobal.net?subject=
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USFG Single Stone Competition – Cutter Entry Form 
Please include a signed copy of this form with your stone, entry fee, return packaging and 

return postage, a  6” x 9” bubble padded envelope or box is recommended for return.   
Please use a 1-1/8” clear stone cup if possible.  Entry Deadline is June 20, 2012 

Entries may be mailed to: Mr. Jeff Ford, 2410 N 2nd St, Kalamazoo, MI 49009 
 

Name:   

Address:   

City/zip 
(country) 

 

Phone:   

Email:   

The most common questions about the USFG Single Stone Competition: 
1. This is a closed competition; cutters MUST be current members of the USFG.  

Membership application/fees/renewals may be submitted with the cutters entry. 
2. This is a single stone event; one cutter, one class, one stone.  Cutters may not 

enter multiple stones and/or classes. 
3. Cutters may not enter stones in classes below prior certifications levels. 
4. Cutters may challenge higher classes, BUT it is highly recommended that they 

have another cutter honestly evaluate their cutting skills before doing so. 
 
Entry Class 
(circle one)  Novice  PreMaster  Master  Grand Master  

Entry Fee 
(US funds) **FREE** **FREE** **FREE** **FREE** 

Stone Data 
(if known)  

Stone Size, mm   Stone Color   

Stone Species   Stone Weight   

Faceting Machine used? 
(optional)  

Entry Type 
? 

(circle one) 

Anonymous Entry - Yes, I wish to 
enter as ”Anonymous” Note: Scores 

still may be reported, but only 
identified as “Anonymous Entry” 

Public Entry - Yes, I wish to have 
my name & score “Public” and 

reported as such. 

Note: All cutters (Anonymous or Public) will be entitled to receive awards and/or 
certification for qualifying scores.   If NO selection is made above, it will be assumed that 

the cutter wishes to enter their stone entered as “Public Entry”  

Signature / Date  
 

 
Your signature indicates that you accept the Rules & Conditions of USFG competition. 

Complete USFG Single Stone Competition rules may be found at 
http://www.usfacetersguild.org/docs/CurrentSSCRules.pdf 

 
 

June 20th of (every year)

USFG SINGLE STONE COMPETITION CUTTER ENTRY FORM

USFG

UNITED STATES

FACETERS GUILD

Please include a signed copy of this form with your stone, entry fee, return packaging 
and return postage, a 6" x 9" bubble padded envelope or box is recommended for 
return. Please use a 1-1/8" clear stone cup if possible. Entry deadline is June 20th of 
every year.

Entries should be mailed to: Mr. Jeff Ford, 2410 N 2nd Street, Kalamazoo, MI 49009
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U N I T E D  S T A T E S  F A C E T E R S  G U I L D  N E W S L E T T E R  

September 2012                    32 

UNITED STATES FACETER’S GUILD 
Application for Membership  

Membership�to�the�USFG�is�open�to�faceters�or�people�interested�in�faceting�everywhere.�
Our�primary�goal�is�to�improve�the�art�and�science�of�faceting�through�our�newsle�er�and�
correspondence.�Our�secondary�goal�is�to�improve�competitions�and�competition�rules�both�
in�the�US�and�internationally.��O�cers�are�elected�every�two�years�for�2�year�terms,�taking�place�
in�even�years.�Members�will�receive�our�Quarterly�Newsle�er���usually�about�20�pages�each,�and�
the�right�to�participate�in�the�USFG�activities.�The�By�Laws�of�the�USFG�may�be�reviewed�at�our�
website:�h�p://www.usfacetersguild.org/docs/USFGbylaws.pdf��
�
Name�__________________________________________________________�Date�_______________________�

Street�Address�_________________________________________________�Telephone�____________________�

City,�State,�Zip�________________________________________________�E�mail�_______________________��

I�am�interested�in�becoming�a�faceter�______���������������I�have�been�faceting�for_________�yrs��

I�have�a�display�case�____�12�stones�____�20+�stones�____��������Educational�_____�Other�______________��

Competition�experience/�Certications:�Junior_____�Novice�_____�Intermediate/PreMaster�_____�Master�______�

Which�machine(s)�do�you�cut�with?�_________________________________________________________��

Do�you�cut�commercially?�____________________________�����������Are�you�a�dealer?��______________________��

Have�you�given�talks�or�wri�en�articles�on�faceting?�_________________________________________________��

Special�talents�or�interests�to�share?�________________________________________________________________��

** Membership (all locations) is $18 USD for one (1) year please remit US funds only. **
As a convenience members may choose to renew for multiple years at $18 per year

Please make checks payable to the “USFG”  
Mail this form with payment to: Newsletter Delivery Format

USFG Treasurer
c/o Jeff Ford
2410 N 2nd St  
Kalamazoo, MI 49009

Downloadable via the web
Adobe PDF - Portable Document Format
March – June – September - December  

Email notification will be sent to current members with password to 
open the document.

E-mail for the Treasurer: treasurer@ usfacetersguild.org E-mail for the Editor: editor@usfacetersguild.org

Please feel free to copy or use the back of this form for additional information or special instructions.

Membership questions may be sent to Jeff Ford or  membership@usfacetersguild.org

Please circle one

New Membership Renewal Returning Member

Membership to the USFG is open to faceters or people interested in faceting everywhere. 
Our primary goal is to improve the art and science of faceting through our newsletter and 
correspondence. Our secondary goal if to improve competitions and competition rules 
both in the U.S. and internationally. Officers are elected every two years for two year terms, 
taking place in even years. Members will receive our Quarterly Newsletter — usually about 
20 pages each, and the right to participate in USFG activities. the By-Laws of the USFG may 
be reviewed at our website: http://www.usfacetersguild.org/docs/USFGbylaws.pdf

USFG

UNIT
ED STATES

FACETERS GUILD

USFG MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
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